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Student life in
San Salvador

B-lot is the proposed home for a recreation facility with no funding. (photo by Ed Sawyer)

NQ.funds for rec. facility
By John Ziomek

The issue of internal borrowAlthough last April students ing is still being looked into,
agreed to pay a $20 fee for the said Gallivan.
proposed recreational facility
Gallivan expressed concern
in the McConnell Hall parking over the lack of a social outlet
lot (B-lot) ~ the project has been on this side of the railroad
put on hold until additional tracks. He said that this would
funding can be located.
be a perfect opportunity to
According to Campus provide students with a centrally
Planner. Victor Azzi, now is the located outlet.
time to act because the longer
Not only would it be more
the university waits to build the accessible to students, but it also
facility, the more expensive it could be used by SCOPE for
will be.
concerts and other activities,
Former Student Body Vice added Gallivan.
President Sabra Timmins said
The demand for a new facility
it's going to take some "creative has risen in the past couple of
financing" to get the project off years, and presently there is a
the ground.
crunch for court time. Currently,
Meanwhile, Sean Gallivan, there are only five courts availChairperson for the Rec. Facility able for student use.
Committee, said it's just another
The field house is open for
case of "typical administrative student use only from 12-2, and
red tape." He said he hopes to 7:30-9 on some weekdays, and
make a presentation to the 1-4 on a rare weekend~ while
Board of Trustees within the New Hampshire Hall, an out
month.
of date building with only two
Gallivan said the Trustees are courts available from 3-9 some
reluctant to allow borrowing weekdays and 12-5 on some
from a reserve fund because it weekends. As well, more stuhas never been done before and dents are spending $125 to get
there is some risk involved.
in shape at the Franklin Fitness
After the controversial dorm Center.
site selection, Haaland is afraid
Gallivan said that the new
to make a big decision without . facility would be used only for
consulting all parties involved, recreational use and students
said Gallivan.
would decide when it would be
Originally, this building was open.
to be constructed in the parking
The Student Senate and Rec.
lot next to Alexander Hall. Committee have been working
However, due to building stip- on the plan for a new facility
ulations, the site was changed for close to two years. Both
to B-lot, said Azzi. To alleviate Timmins and Gallivan said they
parking problems it was decided were frustrated in their efforts
that the Alexander Hall basketto get the project moving.
ball courts will be used as a
Last fall the Student Senate
parking lot.
.
and Rec. Facility Committee
Since then, a feasibility study began working on the plans for
has approved the B-lot location the new facility, said Timmins.
and a contractor has been hired, They sent out questionaires and
said Gallivan.
visited other New England
But a key problem remains; schools to find out what students
where to get the money?
wanted and what would work
According to Gallivan, there best.
had been talk about taking out
Eventually, the plan was
an external or internal loan. devised which will call for the
However, external borrowing construction of a facility that
was ruled out because of a state would include: three multilaw that prohibits the university purpose courts for tennis, volfrom taking out an external loan leyball, and basketball, a track
of more than $500,000.
around the outside of the courts,

INSIDE

Men's Hockey
reaches playoffs·
See Sports!

two racquetball. courts, one
nautilus and free weight room,
a multi-purpose room for aerobics and martial arts, locker
rooms, and offices.
According to Gallivan, for
now the entire project is on hold
until the Rec. Committee works
out the funding, but they are
working toward pushing the
administration to take the first
step.

By Sarah Minnoch
Salvadoran student leader
Rene Hernandez calls U.S.
involvement in El Salvador "the
longest war that the U.S. has
been in since Vietnam."
Wednesday night Hernandez
spoke in order to help clear up
some of the issues surrounding
recent headlines telling about
President Jose Napoleon
Duane's "negotiations" with
the Salvadoran guerillas.
Hernandez spoke through
translator and UNH Political
Science Professor Judith Gentleman, who is a specialist in
Latin American affairs, in front
of a group of 15 people in
Murkland Hall.
Hernandez is a student at the
National University located in
El Salvador's capital city, San
Salvador. He stands against the
ruling Christian Democratic
Party. However, he has somewhat of a safety net by being a
United States Representative
of the General Association of
Salvadoran University Students
(AGEUS).
AGEUS works to address the
issues facing students and the

Tau Kappa Epsilon President Chris Hill tries
Donovan photo)

to

needs of Salvadoran society as
a whole.
Hernandez was brought to
UNH by members of the Student Central American Network
(SCAN), a group based in Boston, which often works with
COCA, the Committee on Central America at UNH.
Hernandez is touring l,lniversities around the U.S. to make
people aware of the enormous
amount of funds given by this
country to ~upport the controversial Salvadoran Armed Forces.
Estimates for U.S. aid run
from $2.7 billion to $3.5 billion,
with $3 billion being the commonly quoted figure. This
amount has been given to the
country since the beginning of
the Reagan era and especially
since President Duarte took
office in El Salvador in 1984.
He said the average Salvadoran family requires $500 a
month for support but only
receives an average of $150 a
month. "This is obviously not
enough," he said.
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TKE receives backing

By Kathleen Haley

of Kappa Sigma fraternity.
Approximately 200 members
"They need to stop treating
of the Greek system gathered student organizations as indiin front of Thompson Hall viduals," said TKE president
yesterday afternoon to show Chris Hill. He said the system
their support for the recently needs to deal with incidents
suspended Tau Kappa Epsilon involving organizations faster
(TKE) fraternity.
because of the high turnover in
Members of various frater- the Greek system.
nities and sororities spoke to
In a telephone interview
the crowd and asked the stu- yesterday,Sciola said that his
dents to write letters to Cindy job is to clearly articulate the
Garthwaite, conduct board of- . university's standards to
ficer; Mike Sciola, Greek system members of the Greek system
advisor; and J. Gregg Sanborn, and to hold them to those
dean of student affairs. Others standards.
voiced their dissatisfaction with
'Tm responsible for everythe role that Sciola plays within . thing in the Greek system from
the Greek system.
awards to discipline," said Sci"It's not fair to hang a charge ola.
on someone for 14 months,"
Sciola was the. person who
said Mike Eliasberg, a member reported TKE's violations to
rt:

the conduct board." I believe due process was
met," Sciola said of TKE's
conduct board hearing. He refused to comment on the standing of TKE as a community
service organization or on their
improvements over the past 14
months.
One of the charges that TKE
faced last week in their conduct
board hear.ing was from an
incident that occurred 14
months ago.
At the forum, one student
suggested everyone in the.crowd
go into Sanborn's office and talk
to him about the way the university deals with the Greek
system. Th~ suggestion was pu!
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Mov e over ,Rov er;m an's new best friend is here
By Karen Hamilton
For most people the sight of
a cockroach crawling across
their office or living room rug
would make them go screaming
for the extra strength Raid.
But for Paul Johnson, UNH
associate professor of entomology, the creatures are a source
of scientific interest ... and family
pets.
"People usually don't see
them when they come over, and
when they do they think they
are dead or not real," said
Johnson, who has a small colony
of the insects in his home.
Because the insects have a
hard exterior, sitting in Johnson's office in Nesmith Hall,
you can hear the clicking of their
wings as they crawl or bite each
other. Johnson said they sometimes get "rowdy," and when
he's "watching the tube late at
night," he can hear them.
Johnson acquired the unique
insects through a friend of his
who was a graduate student. He
started with four or five and now
he has a few colonies of them.
Johnson is the chairperson
of one of only three entomology
departments in New England
and, since 1979, he has worked
to dispel the negative image
often associated with insects.
Johnson brings his cockroaches to nearby schools in
order to introduce students to
the insects before they develop
an aversion towards them.
Johnson assures these are not
just any cockroaches but Blaberus giganteus, from the family
_BlaberidaP, which include~ the.

largest cockroaches known. The
insects can range up to three
1/2 to four inches long with sixinch wing spans.
Members of the family are
mainly tropical and are usually
found under logs or in humus,
although some species live in
trees. Blaberus giganteus are
found in bat caves on the island
of Trinidad.
"Many of the older kids
response is, 'Bugs! Icky!' And
that's the big football players,"
Johnson .said. "The students at
the elementary level haven't
developed that bias."
Johnson, who has three children of his own, said his three
year old daughter plays with the
insects. To prove this to his
students, he had a video about
cockroaches and at the end it
shows his daughter with one of
the insects crawling on her
shoulder. With · no signs of
adversity, she tips her blonde
head and plants an affectionate
kiss on the back of a Blaberus
giganteus.
Although, Johnson said, our
interaction with insects is mainly negative, we would notice if
the insects were not around.
Many organisms depend on ·.
. >:'N%\J#i;tt
·
ins~cts,_ such as flowers for According to Asst. Professor Paul Johnson, roaches make colorful pets. (Mike
Parnham photo)
pollmat1on.
Johnson also points out that was in high school. From his
him a week to feed all of them.
course, which he adjusts for
few species of cockroaches , senior year in high school
Today, even though Johnson various learning levels, that
including his, are actually pests. through the summer after his
admits he doesn't know exactly covers evolution, insect diversity
Since his cockroaches are not sophomore year in college, how many of the cockroaches and characteristic
s, molting and
a pest species, Johnson said, if Johnson's slimmer job was to
he owns, all it takes to feed his metamorpho sis, and the ecothey were left out of their tank feed the six million cockroaches
special cockroaches is some dry nomic importance of insects.
they would not survive.
at Virginia Poli tech Institute dog food and water every couple
Bugs offer an inexpensive
Johnson's first introduction in Blacksburg, Virginia.
of days.
ROACH page 7
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NEWS IN- BRIEP
Broke r found guilty
in rape of 3-year -old

Teen receiv es
light senten ce

Wednesday a Newton, Mass., stockbroker was
found guilty in Middlesex Superior Court of the
forcible rape of, and indecent assault and battery
on, his 3-year-old stepdaughte r nearly two years
ago. Jeffrey S. Moscovitz, 28, a broker for Dean
Witter Reynolds, is scheduled to be sentenced March
22 before Judge John Paul Sullivan. Assitant District
Attorney Ann Christman said that she would
recommend the maximum penalty, which is life
in prison for forcible rape of a child and 10 years
for the indecent assault and battery.

Wednesday a New York judge, refusing to bow
to demands made by angry demonstrator s. and letter
writers, gave a light sentence to a teen-ager who
burned down a synagogue and destroyed six sacred
Torah scrolls. New York State Justice Thaddeus
Owens had to assure a packed Brooklyn courtroom
that he was not anti-Semitic because he was
sentencing Louis Franceschi, 16, to 16 weekends
in jail and five years on probation. Franceschi, with
an 11-year-old youth, set fire to an Orthodox
synagogue, Sharai Torah, last September during
the Jewish high holy days after painting swastikas
on the walls. Franceschi told the judge he regretted
what he had done and said he did not start the fire
out of bias or hatred.

Agent Orang e
payme nts made
The first payments from the Agent Orange
settlement fund were mailed Wednesday to families
of 172 Vietnam veterans whose deaths were linked
to the defoliant.
The checks, ranging from $340 to $3,400, were
sent out after U.S. District Judge Jack B. Weinstein
approved a preliminary fund, which also will provide
money to totally disabled veterans who were exposed
to Agent Orange during the Vietnam War.
The payments are only the first of thousands
expected to be made. Checks to survivor families
will continue, while payments to disabled veterans
will begin the end of March.
The money stems from the settlement in 1984
of a class~action lawsuit against seven manufacturers
of Agent Orange brought by veterans who claimed
that exposure to the chemical caused cancer, birth
defects in their children and other illnesses.
The defoliant Agent Orange was sprayed over
Southeast Asia during the 1960s by the U.S. military,
which hoped to deprive Communist troops of crops
and cover.

More seized in
alien crackd own
In Charlotte, N.C., immigration agents took 27
more suspected illegal aliens into custody Wednesday
on a flight bound for New York, bringing to 175
the number seized in a three-day crackdown on
alien smuggling rings.
Immigration and Naturalizatio n Service officials
in Atlanta, whose jurisdiction includes Chariotte,
N.C., said the 27 were on a Piedmont Airlines flight
from Phoenix.
The 27, who are from Mexico, Brazil and El
Salvador, were taken off the plane during a stopover
here at 6:40 a.m., the INS said. They flew to Phoenix
on an America West Airlines flight from Los Angeles
late Tuesday, officials said.
On Monday, INS agents apprehended 79 supected
illegal aliens aboard an Eastern Airlines that stops
in Atlanta en route from Los Angeles to New York.

Vermo nt teen charge d
with mansla ughter
A 15-year-old Bellows Falls, Vermont youth is
scheduled to be arraigned next week on a manslaughter charge in connection with the death of
another teen-ager.
Vermont District Court Judge Paul Hudson set
the date for Kevin Fletcher's arraignment during
a status conference Wednesday in Vermont District
Court in Brattleboro.
Fletcher was originally scheduled to be arraigned
Jan. 4 in the death of Crystal McGivern. 16, of North
Westminste r. McGivern died at ' ~ckingham
Memorial Hospital after being shot 1i. the head
with a 12-gauge shotgun. Fletcher's court-appoin ted
guardian asked the court to block the release of
documents pertaining to the case.

Lady in waiting
While Ferdinand Marcos languishes in exile in
Hawaii, his mother lies in wait at his childhood
home in the Philippines. Nearly 10 months after
her death, the body of Josefa Edralin-Mar cos lies
in an open casket in the family home, now a museum
in the town of Batac. A slip of paper, resting on
the glass that covers her face, marks the number
of days since her death. Citing national security,
President Corazon Aquino has refused to allow
Marcos, the ailing former president, to return from
exile and the family has postponed the funeral
indefinitly. And so the house of Marcos has become
more of a mausoleum than a museum. Relatives
say a mortician visits the Marcos. museum every
two months to inject Mrs. Edralin-Mar cos with
embalming fluid. The mayor of the Philippine town
says the number of visitors to the town and the
museum has doubled since the body was brought
there.
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Students pass over
snacks for the poor

Cults:·
the power
to destroy

escape it.
By Neal McCarthy
"One of the biggest things
Being college students, we
often complain of never having .about hunger is to make people
money, yet our hunger pains aware of it," Robertson said.
By Erika Randmere
The awareness continues toalways
seem to get taken care
The Jonestown massacre left
day, which has been labeled a
of
without
much
of
a
problem.
900 people dead after they drank
A short walk to the dining halls 'day of fasting'. Fast boxes have
cyanide-laced fruit drink on the
or downtown for a pizza is taken been set up in the dining· halls,
orders of cult leader Reverend
the MUB Pub, local churches,
for granted by most.
Jim Jones.
and the fraternities and sororThe
UNH
Chaplains
AssoTen years later, over 30,000
ciation decided to provide aware- ities. The object is to get stucults exist with a total memberness to the students and com- dents to sacrifice the money they
ship of three to five million
munity that this isn't the case would have spent on a snack
people.
everywhere. Hunger Committee today and drop it in the box
Wednesday evening, Steven .
Chairperson
Jeanne Wetherby instead. All donations will go
Hassan, an ex-moonie and coun·
met
on
Jan.
26 with represen- to the CROP fund.
selor to people leaving cults,
tatives
of
Durham
faith
comCROP is the name given to
spoke to an audience of 76 UNH
munities and UNH student local community efforts at ·
students on mind control and
groups, including the Student hunger education and fund
the cult phenomenon.
Coalition for the Homeless, and raising for Church World SerHassan was recruited into the
members of the Panhellenic and vices, which is a relief and
Moqn Organization in 1974
Inter-fraternity
Coucils, to plan development agency of more
while a student at Queens Colactivities to inform and engage than 30 faith groups in the US.
lege. During his two year mempeople in the needs and probA Hunger Banquet is also
bership he recruited and indoclems of the hungry.
slated for April 6 in the Carroll
trinated new members as well
Last night, the first of these Belknap Room in the MUB.
as meeting Sun Myung Moon
events was held in Parsons Hall. Although Wetherby would not
for leadership training.
A short movie, "The Face of give out any details on the event,
Hassan a cult expert and an
exit-counselor, holds a Master's Ex-moonie Steven Hassan warned students of min control Hunger in America," was shown s'he did promise it will be a
to a crowd of over 100 students. 'unique dining experience'.
degree from Cambridge College practices in cults Wednesday night. (Emily Kelemen photo)
It emphasized the depth of the
in counseling psychology.
ulation, said Hassan.
thought stopping techniques. problem here in our country and
The culmination of events
When it is happening to you,
Thought control is enforced This technique is used by . what's being done about it.
will be the annual CROP walk
you don't know that it is hap- by not allowing any doubts members to eliminate negative
Following the film, Jean Ro- for hunger. Twenty-five percent
pening to you, said Hassan.
against the leader, according to thoughts through self-hypnosis bertson, a junior vocational tech of the donations will go to My
"If you have a mind you are Hassan.
in forms of chants and high- and adult education major at Friends Place, a newly opened '
vulnerable. If you have a good
"It is not o.k. to question, just speed prayer.
UNH, spoke of her exp€riences shelter for the homeless in
mind you are very vulnerable," submit and obey," said Hassan.
Phobia indoctrination also with hunger in underdeveloped Dover, with the remainder of
said Hassan.
This is done by thought stop- takes place, said Hassan.
countries. She spent six months the money going towards world
A cult is an organization that ping.
"Leaving the group will cause in Costa- Rica in 1987 with the h~nger via Church World Seris pyramidal in structure with
The cult will push you to work you to have negative images, International Farm Youth Ex- vices.
a rigid hierarchy underneath harder and sleep less.
that have been ingrained in your change, and more recently
When asked why it was imthem. They don't tell the public
According to a pres.s release
mind through hypnosis," said stayed two weeks in Honduras.
portant to make people aware
what they believe, according to from Park Street Press, tech- . Hassan. .
She said the difference be- of the hunger problem, WeHassan.
niques cults use: sleep depriIn a sing-song voice Hassan tween these countries and the , therby cited a quote by MonsigBehavior, thought, emotional vation; privacy deprivation;
proceeded to do a demonstration St_ates is that you can go places nor Mat_h ew Fox, "You've got
and information control are diets low in protein and high
in our country to avoid seein_g to take the lid off the garbage
CULTS, page 7
used in psychological manip- in sugar; isolated retrears; and
poverty. Down there, you can t can to smell
2a1rba.2e."

Rights are violated
in Northern Ireland
By Shari Jaeger
The "luck of the Irish" runs
low in Northern Ireland. Legalized terrorism haunts the land
as British soldiers fire high
speed plastic bullets and the
government initiates "shoot to
kill" policies , according to Irishman Lou Murray.
Human rights are practically
nonexistent in the six counties
that comprise Northern Ireland,
said Murray, feature speaker
during Wednesday night's lecture for Amnesty International.
.A.ccording to Murray, a
member of Amnesty International, "military experimentation" is occurring in the North
through the use of the plastic
bullet gun. Formerly rubber and
used for police riot control, the
plastic bullet is highly advanced
obtaining speeds of up to 200
mph and is r-e sponsible for
thirteen deaths since its introduction in 1975.
"The plastic bullet is more
effective than the rubber bullet,"
said Murray, "because it causes
more serious injuries to the skull
and brain."
Murray identified Northern
Ireland as a "testing ground for
repression ot other countries"
and explained that the number
of plastic bullets fired increases
each time large numbers of
people assemble in the streets.
He described the plastic bullet
gun as a form of "people control
weapon designed to keep people
pjf t~i.r,,oym, t et!S. ~.

• .- , /

,~.:

· "The 'shoot to kill' policy is
another form of people control,"
said Murray.
According to Murray, there
are currently over 100 cases
under consideration as possible
"shoot to kill" incidents by
security operations such as the
Royal Ulster Constabulary, the '
police force in Northern Ireland.
Murray used the March 6, 1988
incident at Gibralter to exemplify the "shoot to kill" policy.
Murray said, a 500 lb bomb
was said to have been defused
in the center of the Gibralter
town. After a fierce gun battle,
three IRA men were found dead.
However, upon later examination, no bomb was found and the IRA men were discoverd to
be unarmed. Murray stated that
Firemen demonstrate using the Jaws of Lite to help emphasize seat
the government refused a request for further inquiry into
~oro)
r
the incident.
Murray declared that whenever there is a "shoot to kill"
operation, a·pattern is followed.
First, inaccurate accounts of the
event are immediately leaked By Brion Kinney and Alex
Apollo in the MUB parking lot
Richardson, mqst car wrecks
looked as if it had just been hit
take 20 minutes to chop apart.
to the press. Second, the govern- Berger
He added that they aim for a
ment accepts no inquiries, and
Maybe students will think head on, the car was brought
third, any press or media or twice or even three times about in to demonstrate how firefigh- , total response time, from the
time an accident is reported to
witness that challenges the wearing a seatbelt, after the ters rescue victims trapped in
the time the victim gets to the
official version of events is Durham Fire Department's a car using the Jaws of Life. It
hospital, of one hour.
"smeared" or killed.
demonstration yesterday in was also· a training exercise for
two new firemen.
Richardson said it is necessary
Murray quoted the British front of the MUB.
The Jaws of Life resemble
to use the Jaws of' Life when a
Brigadier General Frank Kitson,
The excitement of the day
victim is pinned in the car. To
"The law should be used as just long demonstration, which at- giant, hydraulic-powered wire
remove the person, the firefighanother weapon in the govern- tracted a small crowd of inter- cutters that are used to cut the
ters first cut off the top of the
ment's arsenal, and in this case ested spectators, was the Jaws car apart so rescuers can pull
out the victim.
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Seatbelt safetY is exitmined
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Do y_o u have any professo rs that ~ecogni_ ze you b :y name?

-,

"Yes. As a Engineer _major, my
· classes are small and therefore
the students have good relationships with the professors. I also ·fo!Jnd this to be true in my Gen.
Ed. courses.

"Yes. It is different because I
am in Thompson School, the
relationships here are excellent.
The professor-S try to make
themselves available to the students." .

"Yes, I do have one, she is also
my advisor. I feel student and
f acuity relationships are good,
yet it is understandable if
professors forget names because
some classes are so big."

Ji~ Decicco,_ ·

Vanessa Fraser

Paula Lovinski

Junior

Freshman

Senior

Forestry

English

. Civil Eng.

"Yes. My English professor and
I are on a first name basis. In
ge,,eral I do not feel student and
f acuity relationships are good
on this campus, for example I
do not know who my advisor
is."
· Doug Bates
Freshman

for produc tion/ security
crew members for

ELVIS COSTELLO.
· Apply in rm. 146 of the MUB.
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WOMEN'S HISTORY PROGRAM - Careers for Women
- A Workshop. Hillsbourough/Sullivan Room, MUB, 11:30
a.m. to 1:30 p.m.
UNH FAST DAY - An opportunity to sacrifice the cost
of a meal or spare change on snacks to benefit the Crop Walk
on April 9. Money collected at tables in Dining Halls and
MUB PUB at lunchtime.
·
POLITICAL ECONOMY SERIES - Dave Schweickart (Loyola
U. of Chicage, Philosophy), "Toward a Pemocratic Theory
of Exploitatton. " Room 206, McConnell, noon to 2 p.m.
NH INTERNATIONAL SEMINAR- "Arab-Islamic Women:
Participants in Secular and Religious Movements." Carolyn
Fleuher-Lobban, Rhode Island college. Alumni Center, 4 p.m.
Rachel Nasca, spokesperson for a Harvard union, discusses unionizing for Women's History.
(photo by Emily Kelemen)

Women strive toward union
By Mike Olliver
Women played an important
role in the struggle to organize
a clerical workers union at
Harvard University.
With over half of today's
American work force consisting
of women, said Rachel Nasca,
a clerical worker at Harvard,
learning from another woman's
struggles is very important.
On Wednesday afternoon,
Nasca, a spokesperson for
HUCTW, Harvard Union of
Clerical and Technical Workers,
related the employees' struggle
to unionize to an audience of
a.P.proximately 25 in the Hillsboro/ Sullivan room at the
MUB.
Entitled "Working Women
on Ca"mpus," Nasca's appearance was part of the ongoing
Women's History Porgram at
UNH, coordinated by the UNH
Pre$ident' s Commission on the
Status of Women.
There had been an ongoing
struggle going on between the
Harvard administration and
university clerical workers for
over decade. Last year that
struggle ended in victory for
over 3400 of the employees.
Nasca, who has been a clerical
worker at Harvard for over 12
years, spoke of attrocities committed against the workers'
efforts to unionize by Harvard

a

officials.
She claimed that they distributed propoganda while posing
as anti-union students' clubs.
They also pitted the media _
against the workers, Nasca
claimed. She showed a video of
a Channel 5 news broadcast
which -covered staged protests
by the workers in Boston to
emphasize her point.
"People voted without knowing the real truth; they voted
without being able to hear both
sides of the issue," Nasca stated.
"I think what happened at
Harvard really represented
what's happening in the American work force," Nasca said.
To succeed, a union must be
"a rainbow .of trade unionisms,"
she said. Unions must work with
the poor, the workers, and the
women's movement, Nasca
claimed.
Lack of child care, second to
lack of jobs, is an important
issue facing women today,Nasca
said. Half the income of a lower
paying job will go to child care
each year, she claimed, and said
that this doesn't allow women
to have children, because they're
not affordable.
"Women are still assembly
line workers," Nasca said, "only
now they have moved to the
word processing field."

"We want equai pay· for
comparable work," she demanded.
Nasca stated that the number
of poor women is going up as
the number of women workers
go up. She called for an increase
in wages, benefits, and working
conditions in order to erase the
present situation.
Members of the audience,
both male and female, spoke
about the problems they encounterec! in their lines of work.
Most were union members, but
one was not.
Elizabeth Doran, a student
at Lesley College, described
Nasca's speech as excellent, and
very informative. Doran works
at a hospital which has no union
for its workers.
"It gave me a little insight
about how to talk to people,"
she said.
Frances Makor, who lives in
Liberia, was inspired by Nasca's
struggle.
"Maybe I will get involved
when I go back," she said, in
· r~ference to the apartheid situation which her race is facing
in Africa.
"We have to link our (women's) struggles with the struggles of all poor and oppressed
people whether in Boston, Dur- •
ham, or Johannasburg," Nasca
said.

WOMEN'S HISTORY PROGRAM - .Arab Women Activists:
Participants in Secular and· Religious Move{Ilents. Room
1925, Alumni Center, 4 p.m.
GOURMET DINNER - "A Night in Ye Olde Egglish
Manner." Granite State Room, MUB, 6:30 p.m. Ticket
information : 862-2290

SATURDAY,MARCH4
GOURMENT DINNER - Granite State Room, MUB, 6:30
p.m., Ticket Information: 862-2290
HIGH SCHOOL HONORS FLUTE CHOIR CONCERT Peggy Vagts, Directing. Bratton Recital Hall, Paul Arts,
7pm
'

WOMEN'S HISTORY PROGRAM - "Getting My Act .
Together and Taking It on the Road," Off-Broadway musical
hit. Johnson Theater, Paul Arts, 8 pm, $2. Tickets at MUB
Ticlcet Office.

SUNDAY, MARCH 5
MUSO FILM - 'Jules and Jim" Strafford Room, MUB, 7 and
9:30 pm, studnets $!;general $2.
INTERNATIONAL FOLK DANCING - Learn dances from
around the world. Teaching and request dancing, beginners
welcome, no partner necessary. Room 104, New Hampshire
_
Hall, 7:30 to IO pm, free.

'MONDAY, MARCH 6
WOMEN'S HISTORY PROGRAM - Women's Wars of
Knowing panel. Carroll/Belknap Room, MUB, 10 to 1:30
am
WOMEN'S HISTORY - Views of Women in Africa I: "Maids
and Madams," Forum Room, Library, 12:15 to 1:15 pm.
WOMEN'S HISTORY - Creating a Warm Classroom Climate
for Learning, 2: 15 to 3:45 pm and International Studnets
Panel 4 to 5 pm, Carroll/Belknap Room, MUB.
·RUSSIAN FILM SERIES - "Dersu Uzala" part 2. Room 110,
Murkland, 7 pm, $1 donation.
·
Traditional Jazz Series - Dave McKenna at the Steinway.
Strafford Room, MUB, 8 pm.,
·

TUESDAY, MARCH 7
SUMMER JOB FAIR - Over 50 employers offering suminer
· openings in management trainrng accounting, sales,
hospitafity_, retail, camps, teaching an~ more. Gramte State
Room, MUB, 10 am to 2 pm.
WOMEN'S HISTORY - Feminization of Power on Campus:
. A workshop, 10 am to noon. Education Experiences of Women
in Latin America, 11: 15 am to noon. Hillsborough/Sullivan
Room,MUB.
WOMEN'S HISTORY - "The Women of Summer: An
Unknown Chapter of American Social History." Forum Room,
Library, 12:15 to 1:15 pm
STUDENT RECITAL #6 - Bratton Recital Hall, Paul Arts,
1 pm
WOMEN'S HISTORY - Opening Career Doors for Women
in Education. Hillsborough/Sullivan Room, MUB, 3:30 to
4:30 pm
GERMAN FILM SERIES - "Klassenphote." Room 4, Horton,
6:45 pm
FACULTY CONCERT SERIES - Faculty Woodwind Quintet.
Bratton Recital Hall, Paul Arts, 8 pm, free.
SIDORE LECTURE SERIES - John B. McKinlay, "The
Corporatization of Doctoring and the Decline of the Golden
Age of Medicine." Strafford Room, MUB, 8 pm

SUBMIT INFORMATION TO THE OFFICE OF STUDENT ACTIVITIES IN THE MUB. CALL 862-1524 FOR "
FORMS & DEADLINES.

~
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ACADEMIC

FREE TUTORING: Marston House has tutors
for various subjects, all semester, 862-4428 or 8624429.
EXCHANGE APPLICATION DEADLINE: Friday,
March 3 is deadline for students applying to San
Diego State Univ., U.C. Santa Cruz, or the National
Student Exchange. Further Info: Dean of Students
Office - Huddleston Hall.
SCHOLARSHIP S: Several scholarships will be
awared to qualified graduate and undergraduate
studenrs in the College of Life Sciences and
Agriculture, including the Thompson School of
Applied Science, for the 1989-90 academic year.
Application materials are available in departmental
offices and the Dean's Office (201 Taylor Hall).
Deadline for completed applications is March 21.
DEADLINE FOR UROP UNDERGRADU ATE
RESEARCH A WARDS: Applications must be
submitted to UROP, Hood House 209, by Friday,
March 3.
DEADLINE FOR SUMMER UNDERGRADU ATE RESEARCH FELLOWSHIPS: Applications
must be submitted to UROP, Rm 209, Hood House,
by Friday, March 31.
GENERAL

FREE TAX HELP: VITA (Volunteer Income Tax
Assistance) provides free tax help in the community.
Volunteers help people with basic tax returns,
particularly elderly, handicapped, and non-Englishspeaking taxpayers. There is NO charge for this
service. Tuesdays, and Thursdays, February 7 to
April 13, Forest Park Office, 8:30 to 10:30 am and
6-8 pm., call 862-2742 for an appointment.
GOURMET DINNER I: Sponsored by Hotel
Administration students. Tickets now on sale for
"A Night in Ye Olde English Manner" seven course
gourment dinner on Friday, March 3, Granite State
Room, MUB, 6 pm, $18.95. MUB Ticket Office,
M-F 10a-4pm, 862-2290.
WRITERS WORKSHOP: For anyone interested
in workshopping their writing -- Fiction, non-fiction,
poetry. Fridays, Non-Traditional Student Center,
1:30-3 pm.
·
TGIF PIZZA LUNCH: Every Friday at the NonTraditional Student Center, Pettee House, noon
to 2 pm $1 per slice and some of the best company
around.
LESBIAN SUPPORT GROUP: Discuss common
issues, experiences and problems in a friendly,
confidential atmosphere. Tuesdays, Resource Room,
Health Services, 8:30 pm.
BREAK: Discussion group for students who are
- separated, divorced, or just thinking about it. Drop
in anytime between 12:30 and 2 p.m. on Wednesdays
at the Non-Traditional Student Center, Bring a
bag lunch.
STUDENT COALITION FOR THE HOMELESS:
Meets every Wednesday, in room 126, Hamilton
Smith, 7 p.m. Help plan fun and worthwhile events
atUNH.
BIBLE STUDY: Join with other~ to explore the
scriptures and their meaning for our lives today.
Thursdays, Waysmeet Protestant Student Center,
15 Mill Rd., 8 prri
EXPLORING WORSHIP: Explore other forms
of worship as Waysmeet Protestant Student Center
takes folks to Boston to worship on March 5, leaving
from Waysmeet (15 Mill Rd.), 9 am.
INTRODUCTIO N TO THE UNH LONGEVITY
CLUB: The club is devoted to research and
dissemination of information on aging. Its primary
mission is to inform you about what can be done
to prevent, reverse, or forestall aging. Tuesday,
March 21, Notch Room, MUB, 8-9:30 pm
FOREIGN STUDENT TAX INFO MEETING:
All UNH foreign students who have received any
type of monetary compensation while in the U.S.
in the '88 tax year should attend if they haven't
done their tax form yet. Wednesday, March 22,
Babcock, 6:30-8:30 pm
STUDENT ART ASSOCIATION SHOW: The Art
Show is coming! April 24-28 in the Granite State
Room of the MUB. For information, contact Studerit
Art Association, Room 126, MUB. Submissions:
Friday, April 21, Hillsborough/Su llivan Room,
MUB, 8 am to noon.

MACFEST: Sponsored by University Computing.
An opportunity to try out Macintosh technology.
Thursday, March 23, Belkanp Room, MUB, 104.

I

HEALTH

OVEREATERS ANONYMOUS: Every Tuesday,
Conference Room, second floor, Health Services,
1-2 p.m.
ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS: Open to AA
members and anyone who thinks they have a
drinking problem. Mondays-Fridays, Conference
Room, Health Services, noon to 1 p.m.
ADULT CHILDREN OF ALCOHOLICS: Every
Friday, Conference Room, 2nd Floor, Health
Services, 1-2 pm.

Matt Randell weathers a d;bate on
Effect. (Emily Kelemen photo)

ADULT CHILDREN OF ALCOHOLICS: Every
Friday, Conference Room, 2nd Floor, Health
Services, 1-2 p.m.

Gree nhou s• effec t
is debated at UNH

MEETINGS

DEBATE SOCIETY MEETING: To plan for on
campus debates, speeches and intercollegiate debate
competition. Newcomers welcome, Tuesdays,
Rockingham Room, MUB, 7 pm

By Terri Danisevich

Is the world really experiencing the wrath of the so-called
"Greenhouse Effect?" Or is it
GAIA - PEOPLE FOR THE ENVIRONMEN T
actually heading toward global
GENERAL MEETING: To discuss plans for action
cooling? Has the apparent reon behalf of the environment. All are welcome.
cent warming trend just been
Wednesdays, Horton, Room 201, 7 pm.
a product of natural coinciUNIVERSITY COMPUTING
dence?
This was the topic Thursday
Non-credit courses are free of charge. Register
afternoon, as two members of
online on the VAX/VMS systems by entering the
the UNH Debate society faced
command "TRAINING" at the VMS Hilbert
off in the MUB.
prompt ($). CUFS users should tab down to
John Ginsberg, a sophomore
"OTHER SERVICES" on the menu and type
environmental conservation
"TRAINING.'' Call 3667 to register if you do not
major, argued the affirm,etive
have access to the above. All classes are held in
Hamilton-Smith', rm. 7, unless otherwise stated.
side,sayingthat theGreenhouse
Effect is here and is "a sorry
SPSSX: Basic SPSSX terminology and file concepts.
indication of what to expect in
Learn how to define and ' describe data to SPSSX,
the future."
common statistical procedures and what they
Ginsberg described the Greenproduce. Prerequisite: VAX/VMS or equivalent
house Effect as the build-up of
experience. Tuesday, March 7, from lpm-3pm.
gases, namely carbon dioxide,
methane, nitrous oxide, and
MS-DOS (2 sessions): The basics of the MS-DOS
chloroflourocar bons in the atoperating systems. The course is not specific to
a particular application or machine, but covers
mosphere. The actual problem
features and facilities available on a typical
occurs when the heat generated
microcomputer using MS-DOS or one of its
by the absorption of intra-red
derivitives: PC-DOS (IBM PC) OR Z-DOS
rays is trapped in the atmos(Zenith). Held in Rm. 3. Prerequisites: Using
phere by the gases.
Microcomputers or equivalent experience. WedThere has been a huge innesday & Friday, March 8 & 10, from 9am-llam.
crease in greenhouse gases since
the industrial revolution, GinsdBASE III Plus (3 sessions); Session 1: Browsing:
dBASE III Plus is an easy to use, interactive database
berg said. Industry is a major
management system for MS-DOS based microcontributor of the gases, notably
computers. In this session participants will learn
chloroflouroca rbons, which
database concepts and basic commands to query
were not present in the atan existing database and to produce labels and simple
mosphrere until the industrial
reports from database information. Held in Rm.
revolution. Chloroflourocar bon
3. Prerequisites: MS-DOS or equivalent expe- ·
is a man-made compound.
rience. Thursday, March 9, from 9am-noon.
Scientists, by examining layers of ice in the Artie have been
Session 2 - Reports and Labels: In this session,
able to determine the relative
participants will learn how to generate mailing
labels and simple reports from information stored
amount of greenhouse gases
in a database. Held in Rm. 3. Prerequisites: MSproduced during the lase 100
DOS and dBASE III Plus Browsing or equivalent
years.
·
experience. Tuesday, March 14, from 9am-noon ..
Ginsberg presented evidence
from NASA and Dr. Phillip
Session 3 - Creating: In this session, participants
Jones
that indicates a .5 co .7
will learn how to design and create a dBASE III
degrees celsius global warming
Plus database, plus how to add, change, and delete
trend from the mid 1800's until
database information. Held in Rm. 3. Prerequisites:
the 1980's. He said the five
MS-DOS and dBASE III Plus Browsing or equivalent
experience. Thursday, March 16, from 9am-noon.
warmest and dryest years of the
20th century have all occurred
Beginning WordPerfect (2 sessions): This course
in the 1980's.
introduces the conventions used in the WordPerfect
According co researchers,
Processing program. You will learn how to start
Ginsberg
said, the chance of this
WordPerfect, create a document, save a document
trend occurring as a natural
and exit WordPerfect. You will also learn about ·
phenomenon is "less than 1
editing, formatting and revising docume_nts.
percent." Therefore, the proAppropriate for users of WordPerfect vers10ns
bablility that it is caused by some
4.2 or 5.0 Held in Rm. 3. Prerequisities: MS-DOS
or equivalent exp.ereicne. Tuesday & Thursday,
unnatural phenomenon, namely
March 14 & 16, from lpm-3pm.
the Greenhouse Effect, is "greater than 99 percent."
MacWrite: Basic concepts of MacWrite, an ~asy
· "99 percent, for any scientist,
to use word processing package for the Apple
is
proof-positive," he continued.
Macintosh. Discussion of editing, formatting and
"The Greenhouse Effect is real
printing. Held in Rm. 3. Prerequisities: Using a
and is here."
Mac or equivalent experience. Wednesday, March
In defending his stance, Gins15, from 9am-noon.
berg also cited scientists as
SUBMIT INFORMATIO N TO THE OFFICE
determining that the relative
OF STUDENT ACTIVITES IN THE MUB.
area of the polar ice caps in the
CALL 862-1524 FOR FORMS & DEADLINES.
past 15 years has decreased by
- 6 percent.
For years scientists have
predicted such an occurance as
_______ well as _a rise_in the global sea __
--- - .. - - - .. - ,. .. ,.
~&~
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level, which has, Ginsberg said,
"risen a foot."
On the negative side of the
debate, Mike Guilbault, also an
environmental conservation
major,' argues that the "alleged
Greenhouse Effect in the near
future is only supported by data
that is difficult, if not impossible
to prove."
Guilbault said he doubted the
validity of the reported one foot
global' i::·ise in sea level quoted
by Ginsberg. Ginsberg repeated
it had been published as fact by
the National Resource Council.
In 1816, it snowed in July,
Guilbault mentioned. He added
that obviously this did n·o t
necessarily mean an ice age was
probable in the near future. The
. data presented by the Greenhouse scientists is not random
enough, Guilbault said. The
samples of air taken are coo
small and are not indicitive of
true global levels.
In fact, the material presented
by Guilbault indicated a trend
for cooling, rather than warming of the global atmosphere.
He argues that the increasing
destruction of Rain Forests will
actually help to cool the globe.
He said the "soot" accumulated
in the upper atmosphere by the
"slash and burn" technique of
deforestation will effectively
block some of the ultra-violet
radiation coming from the sun.
He also mentioned that Albedo, the reflection of light
waves off the earth due to the
increased clearing of land, could
combine with the soot effect to
cool the temperature of the
Earth's atmosphere.
He presented figures that
indicated the decrease of the
average temperature in northern latitudes since 1980. A
starting example is the actual
decrease ·o f the growing season
in England by two weeks over
~he last 40 years.
After the debate, Tom Ghilarducci, a UNH sophomore,
asked Guilbault why the "soot"
effect would not also ace to keep
rays refracted from the Albido
effect in the earth's atmosphere
and consequently increase global
temperature.
Guilbault explained chat the
long wave light waves that
would normally be turned into
hear by forests are instead
refracted and not inhibited by
the layer of soot. It is the ultraviolet rays that are not able to
pass through the Greenhouse
gases.
GreenHouse Effect or not,
both sides presented an uncertain answer for the future. Who
was right? "No one really knows
the answ~~t
~d~itted.

~~,., ,~,~
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Graffiti that will grab you
By Alex Berger
Kill a commie for mommy.
Bash a homo.
Gordon Haaland is a poo poo
head.
Messages such as these, as
harsh as they may sound, can
be found in many restrooms and
blank walls on campus. Graffiti
is everywhere.
The Websters New World
Dictionary defines "graffito"
as "a crude inscription or drawing on a wall or other public
surface."
There is a lot of graffiti on
campus. People write on bathroom walls, desk tops and
walls like the one behind the
MUB.
The hand of God has a ring
the size of Texas.
You are on the earth, so you
will explode.
The messages range anywhere from obscene to political
to downright hillarious. But do
those who spread their messages via bathroom ·s talls or
virgin walls feel these statements are heard?
Associate Professor of Sociology Peter Dodge said those
who use graffiti as a form of
expression are too embarassed
to be associated with the ideas
they are promoting.
"It's an anonymous method
of communication," Dodge said.
Dodge said he has heard of
studies being done on the social
aspects of graffiti, but he didn't
know the results and could only
speculate as to why people write
graffiti.
Graffiti in men's rooms
differs greatly from graffiti on
walls or desktops, according to
Dodge. He said most of the
graffiti in men's and women's
rooms has sexual or homosexual
content.
Dodge said our tolerance of

anti-homosexual graffiti indicates that homosexuals are a
small portion of our society and
·
are easily attacked.
Associate Professor of Communication Wilburn Sims said
he has no professional knowledge of this form of vandalism,
but he feels that graffiti isn't
necessarily used to get a message
across.
"I don't think that graffiti is
necessarily something that people do to convey information,"
Sims said.
Sims said, in most cases,
graffiti is a form of humor. He
added that graffiti is also an
indicator of what social issues
will become prevalent in the
future.
Sims also noted the difference
between bathroom graffiti and
the kind that appears on the
back wall of the MUB.
Ba.throom graffiti, Sims said,
is not usually characterized as
having a heavily political message.
"Bathroom graffiti is a much
more constrained type." Sims
said.
Sims said some graffiti, such
as what is written on the MUB
wall, is more for the public and
usually has a strong political
message.
Graffiti can be crude or can
be more sophisticated, said
Sims. Sometimes, he added, it
can even be elegant.
I want ice cream,
I eat- ice cream,
the cycle of needs purposeless
though never satiated.
Graffiti can be an artistic form
too, such as in cities like New
York.
Psychology Professor David
Leary said he feels graffiti is an
important form of selfexpression where people can
voice their opinions.

"It helps peopie ro express
themselves," Leary said. "I think
it's extremely healthy."
According to Leary, there
should be a wall specifically for
students to write graffiti. Adding that most of the messages
written on such a wall would
be for political expression.
Leary said it ·is unhealthy for
people to use graffiti to voice
their racist or sexual hangups.
"Communication should be
as public as possible," Leary said.
He added that open forums for
students to voice their opinions
are a better method for speaking
Out.

"Graffiti can be offensive,
especially when someone is
confronted against their will,"
Leary said. Someone using a
bathroom is forced to see the
ideas (he's got a captive audience) and open forums allow
the choice not to attend.
One person who isn't excited
about 'the idea of graffiti is
Susanne Bennett, manager of
the Academic Maintenance department. Bennett is in charge
of getting rid of the graffiti on
campus.
According to Bennett, removing the graffiti costs the
university around $ 1000 per
semester. She said the supplies
are inexpensive, and unless
someone ··goes on a rampage,"
it doesn't cost a lot to get rid
of the random scrawlings.
Benett said they try to get rid
of the writing with a solvent,
but sometimes repainting is
necessary. She said graffiti on
masonry of ten requires sandblasting.
But, as long as there are walls,
there will be graffiti. As long
as there is graffiti, we will have
something to read while using
the bathroom.

CULTS
(continued from page 3)
of hypnosis.
ing them what three things they
As a moonie he would "give dislike the most about the group
a lecture of the ideal world and and receiving no negative repeople get s~cked into the sponse is an indication of a
picture. They become less crit- destructive cult.
ical of other things," said HasHassan described one relisan.
gious cult called Boston Church
By merely tuning into atten- of Christ (BCOC).
tion on the inside he held
"They believe they are the
attention of the audience com- only Christians on earth," said
pletely. After a few minutes he Hassan. "They think they are
sropped, explaining that in a following the Bible but are
real situtation a well-trained actually following a form a
leader can maintain the atten- elitism, typical of destructive
tion of. members for long pe- cults."
riods of time.
In 1985, 800 members of
"Everyone is susceptible to BCOC filled out three questicults," said Hassan.
onaires. They wer,e asked to
Hassan warned to be wary of answer the questions as they
any group that tells you not to would have before they became
ralk ro certain people or forbids
a member; as a member; and
reading any books. Also beware how they would answer five
of an environment that does not years from now. It was proven
encourage you to seek informa- that they were being cloned, said
tion. One loses a sense of · Hassan.
freedom, free will and autonoBehavior control by the BCOC
.
is often exerted by convincing
my.
"Majority of the time is spent you to live with them.
recruiting other people," said
The BCOC has refused for six
Hassan. They will tell you to years to meet Hassan publicly
come to a meeting and find out and allow a tape recording.
for yourself what it is about.
Not all cults however, are
Hassan encourages people religious.
who are approached by an
The Forum, formerly EST
unfamiliar organization to ask helps members confront their
them to summarize what the greatest fear. Psychological
. manipulation is done through
group is all about.
It is also important to ask who loaded language.
the leader of the group is and
Words used by the leaders
what are their credentials. Ask-

"mean nothing to those outside
the group, but alot to those
inside the group," said Hassan.
Hassan gave one extreme
example of a man whose greatest fear was to speak in front
of a group of people. Forum put
him in that situtation and he
died.
Another cult by the name of
Hunger Project makes "you
believe that you can stop hunger.
But they never tell you how or
where the money goes," said
Hassan.
"Satanic cults recruit by promising people power or money."
Many people go because they
are curious. Then they get
caught up in it, according to
Hassan.
Most cults don 't use drugs,
except for Satanic cults which
use LSD and other hallucigenics.
If someone you know becomes involved in a cult-like
group Hassan has the following
suggestions: "Adopt a curious
stance or concern; stall as long
as you can from going; stay in
regular contact with member;
leave a little window open that
you may join; don't give an
ultimatium; and contact a cult
awareness network."
"The best thing to do wher
you leave a cult is to meet othe1
people who are ex-cult
members," said Hassan.

TKE
(continued from page 1)
aside until more students could
speak. Most left before the idea
could be brought up again.
According to Mary Ward,
·president of Chi Omega sorority, there were several presi·dents of fraternities in the crowd
who were afraid to stand up and
speak because their organiza-

tions have upcoming hearings
with the conduct board.
"Their power is way out of
control," she said of the university's judicial system.
Garthwaite was not available
for comment on yesterday's
speak-out.

N. IRELAND
(continued
(lrela· l) it becomes little more
than 1paganda cover for the
dispo:.. of unwanted members
of the puolic. For this to happen
efficiently, the activities of the
legal services have to be tied into ·
the war effort in as discreet a
way as possible."
According to Murray, there
are two elements of this "legal
terrorism," the Diplock Courts,
nonjury courts which usually
convict its suspect, and the
Prevention of Terrorism Act
(PT A) which forces people to
s top at ports, airports and
borders for identification and
police record checks.
During the speech, the injustices of the system in Northern
Ireland were emphasized with
a letter writing session for
Michael Culbert, an Irish political prisoner held at Castlereagh Prison.
Culbert has been in prison
since 1978 for a murder he
claims he did not commit.
The legal repression of human rights climaxes with the
revocation of the citizen's right
to rem~;n silent when questi-

from page 3)
oned about a crime, said Murray.
The current law allows silence
to be used against the individual
as proof of his guilt.
"What we are now witnessing
is a strategy of total repression
whereby the British governrrient seeks to control the people
of Ireland and England through
the PT A, the media and a
greater curtailment of civil
liberti~s," said Murray.
Charlotte Wilkinson, a British UNH Nursing major, reacted strongly to Murray's speech.
"You muS t address that the
situation is extremely complex.
One side cannot be entirely
blamed for the problems in
Ireland," said Wilkinson. "The
hostility between the Catholics
and the Protestants has been
entrenched in the ~ultures for
centuries."
Luke Lacroix, a former Irish
exchange student agreed. "I
think the solution to the problem is not through blaming one
side or the other, but rather
through the education of the
youth of both cultures.

ROACH
· (continued from page 2)
mean-s for biology demonstra- dents with an entomology major
tions,Johnson said, and are easy are those who have taken an
to care for and replace. Even introductory entomology course
their cages don't need to be or have studied biology, botany
or environmental conservation.
cleaned.
More often than not Johnson Jobs are plentiful because gradleaves a complimentary colony uates are few, he added.
of his cockroaches behind when
But if you already have a
he travels to schools for the
major and your interest jn
students to study. It is his hope
Blaberus giganteus is insatiable,
that by the time these students
reach college age, they will be you may be able to obtain a few
for pets of your own.
more receptive to enrolling in
'TU give them away free to
entomology courses.
Johnson said that most stu- a good home," Johnson said.

Entomologist Paul Johns~~·- h~lds insects close to his heart.
·
(photo bv Mike Parnham)

·
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Alcohol affects UNH women
By Stephen Paterson
sive and more stubborn when ple think in the immediate when
Alcohol has many negative they drink. The audience said they drink, they may not want
effects on sexual behavior. It that the stereotype that it is O.K. to feel rejected when something
can make people do things they for a man to go out and drink sexual starts, even though they
might not do if they were sober. with other men, but not for a may not want it to happen.
"We see it in our friends and woman to go out and drink with Women find it .harder to say no
when they are under the influourselves, that when alcohol other women still exists.
Gildea-Dinzeo used typically ence, and they are more easily
plays a role, we might not pay
enough attention to it," said masculine phrases like "pound talked into doing things that
Kathleen Gildea-Dinzeo, asso- some beers," and "do some they normally wouldn't do."
Irresponsible drinking and
ciate director of Health Services. funnels," to represent how men
"Many women do not know feel about drinking. She ad- not planning how to react to
how alcohol affects them," said dressed the perception that men alcohol and the situations that
Gildea-Di_n zeo Tuesday at a can drink to feel the effects, can occur, can lead to sexual
workshop entitled "Alcohol, · while women can only drink assault, unsafe sex, or sexual
behavior that the person may
Women, and Sex on Campus- socially.
According to Gildea-Dinzeo, regret later. Alcohol is involved
Do They Mix?"
She offered advice for women alcohol affects women differ- in 80 percent of sexual assault
ently than men. Women are cases at UNH, and women need
to help them make informed
sexual decisions as they relate generally smaller than men, and to be aware of this, and how to
have a greater percentage of avoid these situations, said
to alcohol. She offered information and advice to the 50 body fat. Fat cannot handle Gildea-Dinzeo.
Gildea-Dinzeo said that while
students, mostly women, who alcohol as well as muscle tissue
participated in the Health Ser- can. For these reasons, a woman alcohol does not cause rape, it
may be affected more quickly is a contributing factor.
vices sponsored program.
Women also need to be aware
Gildea-Dinzeo wanted to dis- and more seriously than a man
pel the myth that, "When you' re drinking the same amount of of safe sexual practices, sexually
transmitted diseases, and pregintoxicated, you can't be held alcohol.
nancy before they decide to
accountable for your behaviors,
There are other factors that drink. When they are drunk,
because that's what happens
may contribute to how fast a they will take risks that they
when you drink."
woman's body reacts to alcohol. wouldn't normally take.
drink
to
"Is it O.K. for women
Hormones in the females bodies
Many members of the auand get intoxicated?" asked
may determine how seriously dience -felt this double standard
steaddressing
Gildea-Dinzeo,
and how fast they react to was changing. But Gildeareotypes of women and how
alcohol. Women on birth con- Dinaeo emphasized that it is
they relate to alcohol. The
trol pills are affected longer and changing very slowly. It is still
perception of the audience was
more seriously by alcohol, as are more acceptable for a man to
that women who drink are
women who drink right before go out and "drink with the boys"
asking for trouble. It is accepduring their menstrua~ cycle.
or
than for a woman to be in a bar
table for men to drink and get
For these reasons, women with a group of other women,
sloppy, but for women it is
·
have to be especially careful she said.
considered obnoxious.
Gildea-Dinzeo said she wantThe audience had diverse about drinking, says Gildea- ·
responses to Gildea-Dinzeo's Dinzeo. She says that women ed women to make a choice, to
question on how they would who drink can find themselves be honest with themselves about
describe women who are drunk. in situations that they don't drinking. She said that women
Women are viewed as vulner- want to be in. And because of have to keep thinking and
able, more outgoing, and more the alcohol, they may not be able planning when they are drinking. "Take care of yourself," she
-confident when they drink.
to get out of them.
Gildea-Dinzeo added, "Peo- said.
Men are seen as more aggres-
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Our Most Successful Freshmen
Earn Over $80,000.

They are called our Freshmen Five and they are our biggest first year
agent success stories. You could be one of them with MASS MUTUAL

You 'II enjoy the potential for high earnings while you develop innovative,
financial analysis for college educated professionals and small businesses.
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Random Writings

EL SALVADOR
(continued from page 1)

To top it off, there are only
Claudia Kulesh, the tour
14 medical facilities in the organizer for SCAN, explained
country and one maternity ward before Hernandez spoke that
to handle a 5 5 percent female the repression experienced by
population, according to SCAN Hernandez is a part of the
New England tour leader, Sa- "social explosion underway."
mantha Simpson.
This "social explosion" is
Simpson went on to say that referred to as a no-win situation
only 1 percent of the Salvadoran unless the current government
population is able to attend the either steps down or loses in
National University because of an election. The need for
the need to support the family Duane's incumbency to end is
under a 300 percent inflation especially apparent after it was
rate.
recently discovered that he has
Hernandez described the uni- cancer, given only a few months
GAIL ROBERTSON
versity atmosphere as constant- to live.
ly in the shadow of the SalvadHernandez said Salvadorans
oran Army. In 1980, the army refer to the cancer as "not only
entered the university and told consuming Duarte but also his
everyone to lay on the floor. party and the U.S. program in
Those who refused or were El Salvador."
sought
out for opposition to the
A national election, which
Seven d~ys. Only seven days until spring break. If you're
government were shot. Sixty was originally scheduled by the
like me this countdown doesn't create excitement as you
deaths occurred that day along Christian Democratic party to
with the capturing of students.
await your last day of classes.
be held on March 19, was moved
Hernandez said his university up six weeks to April 30, accordBefore I went away for college I heard about all the great
struggles for autonomy and for ing to the March 1 issue of The
stories and tans that college students everywhere come
funding by the government. The Boston Globe.
home with after that one week vacation that they can't wait
amount that should be seen each
Also proposed is a unilateral
year is $180 million. Instead the cease-fire to take effect immefor. I came to college with the expectancy of classes during
government only provides $10 diately where "all army operthe week, fun on the weekends, a one month Christmas
million.
ations would be suspended until
break that every high school student envies and best of
Students have demanded for June l," Duarte's last day of
all hopping on a plane with a few friends and a bathing suit . changes through the Congress incumbency.
and the public, but the governBut the FMLN "accused
and heading down to Florida, the Bahamas or any spot with
ment simply says "no" to further Duarte of advancing his offer
a warm climate. It seemed as if the University that you
financial support. As a result in attempt to secure an advanof these demands by the univer- tage in the presidential race," ,
attended would pay for the trip. Everyone went. Even MTV
sity community, 240 people according to the Globe.
sponsors a week long special dedicated to spring break.
were seized last September
Hernandez listed six condiWell, the classes, fun weekends and that winter break all
during a protest.
tions the FMLN has given to
held true but that last thing about the plane seems to have
In December, students who the Christian Democratic Party
had been kidnapped were found for election negotiations: (1)
crashed and burned.
murdered. One of the men was an election day postponement
Every year I make plans to go somewhere. Last year I
found severly tortured with his to September 15, (2) a guarantee
was going to the Wesf coast of Florida, but my credit card
nails pulled out, cigarette burns that the army will remain in
all over his body, and his genitals their barracks the day of the
didn't get here on time (I was probably better off that way).
cut off.
election, (3) the development
This year I thought I would play it safe and make plans for
That same month, five in- of a" new electoral code, (4) the
several different destinations--one would have to work out.
structors from the university allowance of the Democratic
were killed.
My first idea was to save the money I would make over winter
Convergence to be in the Central
"It's not just the murders but Electoral Council, (5) "absolutebreak for a trip to Florida, consciously forgetting that I would
the barbarity of the murders/' ly no role" by the U.S. governalso need that money for books and any spending money
said Hernandez. "We are forced ment in election procedures, and
I would need for the entire semester. Now, that money is
to contemplate raising the level \ (6) the formation of a Monitorof protest."
· ing Council to supervise the
gone and so are my plans for Florida. Then, my brother
In January, the Dean of Hu- elections, such as the Roman
and I got this crazy idea to drive out to New Mexico. Then
manities and the Vice Dean of Catholic church, civic organiwe realized that it would take six of the ten days I would
Humanities were given death . zations or humanitarian groups.
threats.
There are many factions inhave for my vacation just on transportation. Another idea
On
January
13,
students
volved
seeking ascent to power
shot. Then came a four day trip to New York City. After
marched through downtown in the elections. These groups•
looking into that, I discovered· that just with meals, cover
San Salvador to protest "cuts are:
in educational spending and a · • Duane's Christian Democratcharges for clubs and maybe 011e night at the theatre, it
campaign of death squad-style ic Party, considered by the·
would cost approxiamately the same price as a plane ticket
assassinations, bombings and White House over the last eight
to Florida.
kidnappings directed against years to be a centrist party but
So, here I sit awaiting a vacation with the exciting
the student movement," accord- criticized by many academics,
ing to Alert .
reporters, and insiders as acdestination of Antrim, New Hampshire, located only 30
The standing of the university tually being corrupt and run by
minutes away from the nearest movie theatre, shopping
is a microcosm of the -state's some or all of 14 large families
mall or any major highway--l'm sure you've heard of it. Which
problems
which control the country.
"Of course the Salvadoran • The National Republican
all in all won't be that bad. Maybe I could do some skiing,
government is not the only one Alliance (ARENA), a right
visit old friends from home and revel in my paleness.
responsible for this situation,", wing military group widely
said Hernandez.
known for its torture and death
Gail Robertson is by far the best Forum Editor The New
He also blames the problems squads, especially by leader
Hampshire has.
on the U.S., which finances over Roberto D'Aubuisson, which
50 percent of the Salvadoran also controls the majority of the
budget. Over 45 percent is National Assembly.
invested in the war and 45
• The Democratic Revolution
percent goes to the Ministry of , Front (FDR), described in the
National Defense. On top of Winter of 1988/89 issue of
that, a percentage goes to such . Foreign Policy as "a left-ofthings as the building of roads center political organization
leading to combat areas, spend- lo~~ely allied with the guerril~~ $i&teA&
ing that obviously helps the las .
government and not the mass
• The Democratic Convergence
are sponsoring a
population, said Hernandez.
Party, a collection of three
The country has been in w:hat groups with socialist tendencies
is called a civil war since 1980 but not remarking specifically
and many strifes have taken on a political ideology.
hold, including higher inflation,
• And what Hernandez called
unemployment, and illiteracy the "mass popular" parties of
rates, since the war between the the state: the National Unity
Monday, March 6
Armed Forces and the Farabun- of Salvadoran Workers
, do Marti National Liberation
(UNTS), the "country's largest
Tuesday, March 7
Front (FMLN) broke out. The alliance of trade union and
- - - i n the MUB--army is considered to be rightest peasant Movement for Bread,
while the FMLN is criticized Land, Work, and Freedom
by the U.S. as being a Marxist
(MPTL), and the Salvadoran
guerrilla group.
Revolutionary Students Front

Spring break:
the big lie
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Clothes Drive
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(FERS).
This "mass popular" movement was sparked by a 45
percent unemployment rate as
well as 25 percent underemployment, Hernandez said.
According to an article written by James Chace in Foreign
A//airs the Director of the
Program on International Affairs and the Media at Columbia
University, "Since at least the
mid-1960s it has been characteristic of American policy in
Latin America to use the mil:itary to bring about reform."
The Reagan administration
had this in mind when granting
$ 3 billion, an average of $1.1
million a day since 1984, when
Duarte was elected. This is for
a land mass about the size of
Massachusetts and a population
of 5.3 million.
Hernandez said each day five
of the hundred or so military
advisors from the U.S. meet
with the Salvadoran military
to go over the "plan of attack
for the day." There have been
70,000 deaths made by the army
since 1980. This figure does not
include those abducted by the
army.
The deaths and the recent rise
-in tortures similar to the early
1980s have caused social unrest.
"When we say the country is on
the brink of insurrection; we
mean it, it's not just talk," he
said. But he added, in such a
rebellion there would be "thousands and thousands of deaths.''.
The FMLN has gained considerable power, said Simpson,
especially since purchasing
some new weapons, ironically,
from the Nicaraguan contras.
The FMLN gained access to the
National Guard headquarters
in Novemeber of 1988, attacking with mortars, grenade
launchers, and machine gun fire.
They left undetected and unharmed, according to the January issue of Central American
Bulletin. This proves that their
strength has grown, said Hernandez .
Hernandez wanted to make
it clear that the FMLN is not
Marxist, however, and is not
influenced by the Soviets. He
said that any affiliation in the
American media is just "propaganda" sparked by the U.S.
government.
He feels the FMLN and Democratic Convergence will win
the hearts and minds of the
population by solving the social
and economic crisis currently
at hand. This is why the six
month delay in elections is
needed to form a tampaign
reaching the people with their
message of reforms.
He closed his speech by asking for help by protesting
against Duarte's proposals. A
woman from COCA announced
that there will be a march in
Concord, NH on March 18 and
many raised their hands to
volunteer.
"Only with this help can we
avoid enormous social costs
down the road," he said.
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PHI NU
Celebrates 70 Years
of Sisterhood at UNH
.•
I

.STATE DAY MARCH 4th
in the MUB
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TELE COMM UNICATIONS

LEGISLAT IVE LETTERS
All senators will be writing letters to the
legislature ~oncerning the budget cuts that have
occured. All students concerned with retaining the
current level of state funding should submit letters
to one of the following people:
Chairman of the House
Appropriations Committee:
William F. Kidder
4 Barrett Rd!
New London, N.H.
03257

Vice-Chairperson:
Elizabeth Hager
2 Eagle Square
Concord, N.H.

Dorms that are currently hooked up with phone
wires will have phones installed by this coming fall,
and in a mat!:er of five year~. all dorms on campus
will have telecommunicat ions services.

JUDICIAL COUNCIL
Currentlv vvorking on a legal· services contract
for '89-'90 anJ preparing< policy ch<..a- nges in the student
h<indbook.

FRESHMA N INFO
03301

A rough-draft for a first year Freshmen MiniCourse has been established. Any input would be
appreciated. Just stop by the office~

HOUSE BILL 466
This bill requires college students to vote by
absentee ballots unless they meet certain residency
criteria. After speaking with representative s, we
feel that it is highly discriminatory and will not support

it.

TOWNCOU NCI:C
Currently \Vorking or. creating an ex-officio
student member on the town council.
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TICKETS ARE ON SALE
for the April 15th concert of...

Spike the Belove d Enterta iner also known as:
J

''E L VIS COSTELLO"
solo in concert
with special guest

" NICK LOW E"
T-ickets availa ble at the MUB ticket office ...
Studen ts $10 Non-S tudent s $15
Limit of 4 tickets per person .... today is the
last day of SAP student only sales.
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Popeye isn't the only one
By Mike Gerbino

shop on 109 Daniels Street for
I couldn't imagine this par- · two years.
I knew right away that I would
ticular Saturday night excursion
be the last one to hop up on the
to Portsmouth being different
from any other... have a few
table and drop my pants. Or
drinks, then come home. But maybe I..I..I wouldn't at all.
it was different. Instead of Yeah, forget it. My dad would
waking the following morning blow a gasket if he ever saw me
with a pulsating cranium, I had step out of the shower or
a maltese cross needled into my something. Absolutely no
chance of contracting AIDS oi
upper thigh.
If you're ever in the vicinity any other type of disease though.
"I use brand new, clean neeof Daniels Street in Portsmouth,
take time out and visit "The dles on every individual," Hobo
Tattoo Shop." Inside, there are_ assured us. "That's why it's not
a cheap procedure."
literally hundreds of designs to
Along with Hobo's clean
choose from, or you might
needle policy is his hatred of
devise your own design as I and
inebriated customers. A sign in
three of my buddies did.
his shop bluntly states "NO
The shop is owned by Mark
Philips, better known as "Hobo"
DRUNKS."
I watched Hobo skillfully
to his friends. He is a burly man,
adorned with a plethora of manipulate this skin-piercing
tool in the same manner one
tattoos on his arms and has his
would use a pencil, except
nickname punctured into his
instead of creating lines, it was
inner lower lip. Philips said he
made his decision about wanting poking tiny little holes into my
skin.
to practice the trade by seeing
I could think of only two
others do various tattoos.
things as I noted the mild
"I started' in the Navy where
grimace on each of my friends'
I did tattoos on my buddies for
faces during the poking process:
free," Philips said.
my mom's sewing machine
Philips is a Virginia native
needle mending together two
who eventually got his start at
pieces of fabric and being poked
a tattoo shop in Newport,
in the index finger for a blood
Rhode Island. He is currently
sample with a drill bit.
in his 10th year as a tattoo maker
Each of my friends decided
and has owned and operated the

to get the iifelong body mark
on the upper thigh of their right
leg, a popular area for the
majority of college students.
"Most of the college tattooing
I do gets done on the upper
thigh," Hobo explained. "Peo~
ple can't see it even if the person
has gym shorts on."
Hobo claims to tattoo about
five to eight UNH students per
month, many of them being
members of different UNH
sports teams.
"The wildcat paw mark is a
very popular design," said Hobo.
The average age span for
Hobo's female clientele is
around 18-22 years. According
to Hobo, most of the women
usually want little designs like
a small rose or butterfly, while
a lot of the men come in for
eagles, panthers, and skulls.
The price range for a decent
(quality detail) tattoo is $50$60, with the minimum price
being $20.
Frank went first, then Paul,
then Derek. Then it was my
turn. Hobo shaved my thigh,
slid in a new needle, dipped it
into the ink, and moved towards
me. "Why am I doing this?" I
thought.
"Because," Frank said. "It's
college! Besides, tattooed people
are more colorful."

JAWS
(continued from page 3)

car and the doors, then they cut volunteered to become crash- campus to promote safety over
the frame at the bottom of the dummies on the seven mile-per- Spring Break.
car near where the door once hour crash simulator called the
Morrison said the two demwas.
onstrations focused on encouConvincer.
Finally, they use a hydraulic
As the name suggests, the raging seatbelt use and discoucylinder that expands and point of the machine is convince raging drinking and driving.
pushes the front of the car up, people to wear their seatbelts
She said that other events will
removing the pressure from the while driving.
be occurring in residence halls,
person inside.
Camello and LaPierre belted academic buildings and within
"The wrecker operators hate into the caged chair and sped the Greek system. The events
us," said Richardson adding that down a ten foot ramp to a are funded by the State Highway
the 7,000 pounds of pressure crashing halt.
Agency.
in the Jaws of Life do a good job
"It really hurts, it's an eye
Richardson said 95 percent
of making the car unsalvagable. opener," _said LaPierre.
of all cases treated in the emerThe car is in so many parts that
Camello described the event gency room result, in some way,
a ramp tow truck, which carries as being "interesting."
from the use of drugs or alcohol.
the car on the back, is required.
Maggie Morrison, who organ- He added that rescue work isn't
According to Richardson, the ized the demonstrations along for everyone.
Durham Fire Department with Kathleen Gildea-Dinzeo,
"It's the kind of work that you
makes about 500 to 600 medical said yesterday's events were the either enjoy it or you don't do
calls a year, but only about five first of several programs around it." Richardson said.
cases a year require the use of
the Jaws of Life.
People who attended the -------CELEBRATE------__,
"safety fair" also had the chance
to experience the feeling of
being in a car wreck without
IN Fl'. LAUDERDALE AT
acutally causing damage to a
vehicle or to themselves.
Pete Camello and Amy LaPierre were two of the people who _

Leslie Nielson

"The Naked Gun"
Ews. 7:00, 9:10

~!!~=
~ CONCERT AND DANCE CLUB

18 YEARS AND OWERAD.Ml7TED

10 A.M. to 6 P.M. POOLSIDE PAR11ES

from
Boston

LIVE D.J. EMCEEING POOLSIDE CONTEST• WATER VOLLEYBALL
TOURNAMENT• FREE T-SHIRT RELAYS • THE BE!.!.YFLOP CONTEST
AND CLIMAX THE DAYwrrH ... THE WE'ITEST, WET T-SHIRT CONl'EST
FEA'IURED IN PLAYBOY MAGAZINE• CASH PRIZES • FREE T-SIDRTS
AND O'nlER GIVEAWAYS

Round Trips
startint1 at

LONDON
CHICAGO
CARACAS
HONGKONG
TOKYO
SYONEY
Boston -FLORIDA

"TWINS"
Ews. 6:50, 9:00

7 P.M. to 8 P.M.
COLLEGE HAPPY HOUR
U. of New Hampshire Party * Mon .. March 13

769
679

FREE SPRING BREAK '89 T·SIDRT WITH PAID ADMISSION FOR ABOVE COLLEGE
snJDENTS BETWEEN 7 AND 8 P.M. WITH PROPER COLLEGE I.D.

1128
149

ALL BAR DRINKS AND DRAFT BEER 75¢
COMPETE IN CONTESTS FOR PRIZES!

Amtrak

EVENINGS

Restrictions •pply.
t•xe:s not included.
Check our low tHcher fares,
EURAIL PASSES
ISSUED ON THE SPOT!

If~:.~~ SQ617-491-1497
~~J.nt Center

111•225-2555

1i,li,!i:1:1il~:1j:;~1~i1i:~ii.1i:o..1.:lii.~.r

PG

Mots. SAT & SUN 12:30, 2:30, 4:30

MISSISSIPPI BURNING
·call for Showt1mes·

ATTENTION STUDENTS:
M.A- CRO

SALE
Your student ID entitles you to take 10% off
anything in our store--- clothing, jewelry, .
accessories. If something you want is already
on sale, take an additional 1 0% off the sale
price. Offer good for the entire month of March.

WHOLLY
MACRO!
17 Ceres St.
Portsmouth, NH

436-8887

OPEN EVERY DAY

SUMMER
JOB
FAIR
Date: Tuesday, March 7, 1989 .
Time: 10:00-am - 2:00 pm
Place: Granite St~te Foo~
in the MUB

SUMMER GAMES VIDEO NOW ON SALE AS SEEN ON CABLE T.V.

318
138
370

Call for
FREE Student Travel Catalog
BOSTON
·
721 loylltOII It.
ff7•2ff.l92f

Mots SAT & SUN 1:00, 3:00

Arnold Schwarzenegger, Danny DeVito

SPRING BREAK '89

:::::.:::::::::::.:·:·::::::::·:•:::::::~::::::

G

Mots. only SAT & SUN 12:15, 1:45, 3:1 0

SUMMERS ON THE BEACH PRESENTS ... FURY
FT. LAUDERDALE'S FINEST ROCK 'N ROLL BAND
NIGHTLY PIAYING THE BEST DANCE MUSIC .. ,
PLUS 6 BARS TO SERVE YOU!
~

-Gain vah.1able work experience
this SUMMER!
Over 50 employers from various HOTELS, BANKS,
HOSPITALS, SUMMER CAMPS, RESun 1 ~, HU-

SINESSES, and more will be available to discuss summe1
job openings.

•••• •XCLIP & SAVE • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • CLIP & SAVE ••••

U. of New Hdmp,,hin.• P.irt11 * Mon., March 13

. ONE FREE BAR DRINK OR DRAFf OR SOFI' DRINK
GOOD :."ROM 7-8 P.M. NIGHTLY

FREE-ICE CREAM for the first 50 stt.. dents!

!LIMIT ONF. PER CUSTOMER)

Summers on the Beac-h • 219 S. Atlantic Blvd. • Ft. Lauderdale. FL • (305) 462-8978
/LOCATED 112 BLOCK NORTH OF LAS OLAS BLVD. ON AJA/
ADMISSION POLICY: 18 YEARS OR OLDER WELCOME

Sponsored by the Career Plonning
and Placement Office
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Expa nding persp ectiv es
If there's anything to learn from the
Women's History Program 1989 coordinated by the UNH President's Commission
on the Status of Women, it could very well
be that there is a women's history to tell.
The events examine the lack of recognition
given to both women of the past and women
of the present.
The Commission of the Status of Women
has managed to cover a wide range of issues-is sues which actually concern both men
and women. The program, continuing until
March 8, covers everythihg from women's
struggles in other cultures to pressing social
issues facing women on this camus. On the
heels of a successful Sexuality Week, the
~orkshops and lectures have tied together

.Courses
To the Editor:
I feel the need to respond to the
article entitled "Students at UNH
Spilling Their Guts about Courses"
which appeared in the February
24th issue of The New Hampshire.
I am one of the faculty members
involved in teaching Animal Science
400 and 401, two of the courses that
were called "gut" courses in the
article.
Allow me the privilege of defining what I, as a faculty member,
consider to be a "gut" course: one
in which the course material and
teaching techniques are seldom
updated; classes may meet irregularly; exams are limited to one or
two a semester; student input is
not encouraged; challenges to both
student and the faculty member are
not evident; and finally, a good
grade is expected with little effort
required on the part of the student.
Now I would like to explain
briefly what I feel that Animal
Science 400 and 401 should not be
categorized as "gut" courses as
defined by students. After an extensive evaluation of human nutrition courses such as Animal
Science 400 in the northeast, it was
apparent that we were the only
institution of higher education that
had a mandarory lab requirement
with this course. This involves six
different lab assignments with
written exercises including: a detailed personal activity and diet
analysis; computer feeding trial
simulation; literature critiques critical evaluation of published
information; and healthy heart risk
assessment. The main purpose of
these assignments is to acquaint
the student with application of the .
basic principle concerning the
acquisition of knowledge called
"The Scientific Method." We also
require four exams, which along
with the lab exercises are changed
and updated each semester. In
Animal Science 401, experts in
various subject areas are brought
in to discuss specific areas in the
course. Many of the labs are in the
field, so that the student can more
effectively acquire the knowledge
being disseminated. One of the
newer creative teaching techniques
or learning modes that we have
implemented in 401 involves the
writing across curriculum program.
T~~s _assignment was a r~uiremem

a very comprehensive educational experience for every student who has taken
advantage of the offerings.
What all these events share is an accent
on awareness, meant to break down the
communication barriers between men and
women. Stereotypes and prejudices of each
other, often nurtured by the media and a
society resistant of change, have limited
the possibilities which lay beyond such closeminded thinking. The only way to overcome
these barriers is with an open mind--and
education is the key.
In the case of Women's History, past
and current situations regarding women
need to be acknowledged. History and
literature, written and studied by men, have
given us only half of a perspective on the

which requires each student to keep
two separate journals throughout the semester on two current topics,
and the faculty member individually
critiques and grades each of the two
journals.
In teaching Animal Science 400
and 401 with a student enrollment
consisting of 340-900 students each
semester, the faculty member must
stay current in the subject area and
be able to stimulate the students
in order to not only hold their
interest but challenge them in both
courses.
In conclusion, I am well aware
that there are students enrolled in
both courses that are fulfilling a
general education requirement.
However, I feel that there is a large
percentage of students enrolled in
the courses who can identify the
relevance of the course material
in their daily lives and therefore
actively participate in the course
and acquire as much knowledge as
possible.
Sincerely,
Patricia Dugan-Bedker
Assistant Professor
Animal & Nutritional Sciences

Thanks I
To the Editor:
Thirty seven years of working
with the youth of UNH has been
most wonderful and I am proud of
my association with them.
All generations have been different but in their own way they
have tried their best for us and the
community. This past drive was
amazing in its response!! Over 100
people supported us and we collected 982 pints in spite of illnessess
which deferred many of you.
Many, many student groups,
dorms with their contests, organizations who gave their best, commuters who have a terrific record,
our own student nurses whom our
charge nurse called most professional, our med-techs who have
worked for many years, ROTC and
the football team adoed much to
the already excellent reputation of
the UNH student body!
Our student senate was once
again very cooperative and our
faithful Greek system came through
before, during and at the close. All
of these made an atmosphere of
fellowship and concern for others.
. . Caring as .I do about all. rou~h

groups, I wish to express my thanks
· to Tau Kappa Epsilon in their time
of trouble. The membership came
to us at the year's beginning and
this effort resulted in an award for
the greatest improvement.
Since then, they have increased
their involvement and have been
awarded the plaque for greatest
number of donors twice as they were
trying to overcome some problems
and help others to overcome illness
and have a good life ahead.
During the present drive they
had agreed to have a policy from
now on to help Red Cross to have
even larger collections. They took
this policy very seriously and I feel
strongly that they deserve praise
for their concern and interest and
I am proud to have them with us.
As individuals, they have promised
me to continue in their support in
the future. Thank you Tau Kappa
Epsilon!
To get on a brighter note, this
troubled fraternity received the
plaque this time, and Alpha Tau
Omega came in with a close second.
Alpha Phi was first in the sorority,
followed by Delta Zeta. The dorms
were tops and worked as volunteers
as well as donating.
In Area I, the University Apartment Complex led its neighbors,
followed by Smith Hall. Area II's
Fairchild presented the most
achievement, followed by Hunter
and Randall and all dorms improved. Area III was again represented by very loyal Williamson,
second place were Christensen and
Hubbard!
It has been people like you in the
past and now which have made a
UNH drive very, very special!
Valentine's Day has its own spirit
of love, but every drive here proves
that a UNH drive is a "Love Affair"
and I thank you all with great pride.
Jarry Stearns
Durham Red Cross
Blood Chairman

Thanks II
To the Editor:
I would like to take this opportunity to extend my gratitude to
all of those individuals and groups
who participated in Sexuality Week.
It was our goal to raise awareness
concerning various sexuality issues
,i~ , l\ ,n_on-ioci_p.-1i~afi,ng, cr_ea~iY!! ,

past. These lopsided tendencies have been
carried over, roots of the unevenness
existing today.
But the goals of the program shouldn't
be misinterpreted as a revamped battle of
the sexes. As UNH Ass. Professor Laurel
Ulrich mentioned during one of the lectures,
it is important not to recount female
oppression, but to look at the significant
contributions of women in general. For
women to be bitter or men to be defensive
only counteracts any positive transgressions.
We broaden our scope through education
and understanding, something the events
have effectively done. Risking the security
of self-righteousness, both women and men
may benefit from a new perspective.

manner. Through the help of many,
I feel this goal was achieved. There
is not enough room to list all those
who deserve credit but I would like
to highlight a few who put in extra
effort; Kathleen Gildea-Dinzeo,
Peter Welch, the Office of Health
Education, Health Services, the
Student Senate (for those many
hours of stapling!),Joanne Marino,
and the staff of The New Hampshire. Thank you all. I look forward
to your support on future endeavors.

Letters
continued
on

Sincerely,
Liz Delucia
Chairperson, Health & Human
Services
Student Senate
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Univers.ity Forum.
The bus .stops here
There are times that when I hear something on
t.v. enough, I begin to listen. I make ·special moments
by buying Hallmark Cards, enhance them with
Taster's Choice and remember them with Kodak
film. After a particularly hard fought advertising
campaign against drunk driving, I don't drink and
drive either.
This came into play _a few weekends ago when
my friends and I were going to Newmarket for a
party. We knew that we were going to be drinking
(I feel obliged to mention that we are of legal
drinking age). To insure that no one would make
the mistake of driving with a few too many, we
took one of the fine Coast buses to our destination.
What a mistake.
The first bus driver was pleasant. He even let
my friend on board who had forgotten his student
identification.
My complaint. stems from the btis driver's
treatment of the passengers on the ride home. There
were about 16 people on the bus. Things were pretty
loud I have to admit, but nothing that my bus driver
in ·the fourth grade couldn't have quelled. As most
of the passengers looked on, some talked in loud
voices while othets stood up instead of sitting (a
big no-no in elementary school).
The next thing I know the bus was pulled over.
The bus driver told us that she was "sick of our
fraternity and sorority shit." Looking at the others
on the bus, I thought there must have been a mistake.
If she was going to resort to rash generalizations
she probably should have said, 'Tm not going to
take anymore of this crunchy granola shit." But
I did not quibble.
She told us to get off the bus.
It was cold outside. We were seven miles from
campus. I am of legal drinking age. I had done_
nothing illegal. I brush my teeth twice a day. I was
just riding the bus home and I wanted to go home.

By Bryan Alexander

I did not move. Neither did anyone else.
Coast drivers reserve the right to kick troublemakers off the bus. This is good, for their own
protection and the passengers. But a blanket policy
such as this, which sends the innocent and the guilty
walking seven miles in the snow .without any regard
to their personal safety, is screwy. There was not
an attempt to say, you were loud, you were standing
and you said naughty words. It was just everyone
out. Period.
Mom always said you should pick your friends
carefully. But she never said pick your Coast busline
passengers carefully.
One passenger walked to the front of the bus.
He told the bus driver that there was no need to
go through drastic measures. She had effectively
made her point. He guaranteed that nobody would
even make a sound for the rest of the time.
This was not good enough for her. With nobody
moving, she informed us that the Newmarket police
were on the way. Without any questions, without
any investigation, without any effort to figure out
who was innocent and who was guilty, without even
a mockery of justice, we were taken down to the
Newmarket Police station and placed in protective
custody.
Not to keep dwelling on fourth grade, but the
worst our bus driver would do in this situation was
yell at you and stare in the mirror at you until you
behaved. You had to quiet down so he could pay
attention to the road again and avoid the small
- children and compact cars in front of him.
Protective custody, at least in this case, means
we had to find somebody sober to trek out to beautiful
Newmarket to pick us up. At 11:30 p.m. on a Friday,
it is hard enough to locate people, much less sober
people.
After many strikeouts, my friend woke up
someone to come get us. It had taken a while and

it took him ·even longer to find the station. Puring
the time we waited, we were tqld that if our ride
did not _come within a span of twenty minutes we
would spend the night in the luxurious Rockingham
County Jail.
• ·,
. ·
So logic progresses in this manner. A legal drinker,
legally sober can pay to board a bus. The bus can
be taken over by local authorities. Without even
a chance to a-i r his/her grievance, he/she can be
found guilty of riding the bus and, without a ride,
· hang out with the scum at the Rockingham County
Prison (I heard the detainees are pretty bad there,
too).
Coast officials said it was their decision to call
the police, but it was the police's decision to take
everyone into the station. Whatever the case, Coast
authorities and local police should figure out a system
which makes an attempt to screen out the guilty
from the innocent.
The current policy is a joke. It lacks any sense
of protection ,which is guaranteed by our judicial
system and (cue bands playing "Stars and Stripes")
the United States Constitution.
In the meantime, I do not discourage people from
riding the bus. Maybe you'll get lucky and get quiet
passengers, an understanding bus driver or police
officers familiar/sympathetic (choose one) to our
justice system. In the meantime I recommend that
any students who get lotteried out from University
housing continue to patronize our Coast public
transportation lines. Maybe they can find a nice
cozy cell to stay.
We're paying $80,000 in our student activity to
ride these buses. If you split that up with the student
body, its pretty good. You can't even beat that at
Comfort Inn. You lose out on the mints, but I hear
the food's great.
(Exit band)

Bryan Alexander is a senior majoring in English.

People living
with AIDS
By Peter Welch
When you meet someone who· has AIDS, they
probably will talk about how their life has changed
since learning about infection, how their relationships with friends and family have been affected
by the news, how their sexuality has emerged and
transformed to new levels of connections with
intimate partners. They probably will not, however,
talk with you about dying from AIDS. I't' s not that
they aren't aware of their prognosis. Statistics about
survival and mortality rates are in every piece of
AIDS literature they see. They know their chances.
They want to be known as PEOPLE LIVING
WITH AIDS. Some may believe I am speaking outof-tu.rn here. I don't have AIDS. I do, however,
facilitate a support group for people with AIDS
and trust that they believe as I do. A very different
message and feeling is present when we say "He's
living with AIDS," as opposed to "She's an AIDS
victim", or "I met a man who is dying, Dying from
AIDS." One definition for ' the word victim is "a
person who is deceived or cheated." I think we cheat
people living with AIDS of their rightful opportunity
to Hope when we call them "victims." Hope is a
powerful idea and a wonderful feeling and message
to give to someone. So, when you meet someone
with AIDS, support them in continuing their life;
be hopeful; allow them the dignity of finding peace
of mind in living for today.

Peter Welch is a Health Educator in the Office of
Health Education and Promotion.
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1. Buy a Macintosh.

2. Add a peripheral.
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3. Get a nice, fat check
Now through March 31, when you buy selected Macintosh®SE or Macintosh II computers, you'll get
a rebate for up to half the suggested retail price of the Apple® peripherals you add on -:-so you'll save up to $800.
Ask for details today where computers are sold on campus.

••

Apple Pays Half
Stop by ·

University Technology Center
Room 14A Thompson Hall 862-1328
apply. All rebates subject k> stricJ rompuance
0 1989 Apple a»npuler, Inc. Apple, the Apple logo, and Macinlosh are regislered lmdemarlts ofApple CompuJer, Inc. Certain reslricJi(ms
wiJh the Terms and rm,di/wns ofthe '~le ~ f!alf' Program Guitlelines, available ftom your IJll/horized Apple reselJer. Offer void uiJere prolibiJed by law.
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Arts & Entertainment
Comedy Night: A Study Break
By Justin G. McCaner
It was a cold and windy
Wednesday night. All I wanted
was to relax. I'd been studying
all day long. I wanted to take
my mind off, if only for an hour,
the midterm exams that loomed
precariously over my head. Then
the phone rang, "McCarter! get
over and cover that Comedy
Night at the MUB," click. It was
my boss at The New Hampshire
offering ( commanding as it
were) solace from the computer
projects that had been melting
my brain for the last few days.
I walked to the MUB and
arrived in time to slide into a
seat under the dimming lights.
The noisy crowd of about 70
quieted as the first act took the
stage.
Steve Trilling, a Bostonian
who will be appearing soon on
an MTV comedy special, was
the first to take his place in front
of the Batman backdrop. With
his closely cropped hair, earto-ear grin and glasses, his face
Steve Trilling (1) and Tom Clark (r) performed at last Wednesday's Comedy Night.
was aglow with comedy and
(Mike Parnham photos)
laughter. Unfortunately, as he
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - pointed out, "when I'm not
doing comedy, I'm still stuck
with this face." Ah well, on stage
it worked well. His quick improvisations were well received

Feminists Get Act Together

By Patrik Jonsson

sation piece," she added.
I've Got My Act Together is
"Did you feel like taking that an angr.y play. Heather Jones
cigar out of his hand?" Noelle is an angry woman. After her
Battles, director of the upcom- painful divorce she has suddenly
ing musical I'm Getting My Act realized she's been play-acting
Together and Taking It On the all her life, the same way she
Road, said to Kim Bond who play-acts her character in the
plays the lead character Heather soap. "The reason women split
Jones _- an aging soap opera up with their men," Jones says
star/ singer who, after finishing to Joe, "is that they were disa nasty divorce, is realizing some honest to them from the start.
heavy truths about her life as They didn't tell them who they
were."
a woman.
For her new show she has
"When he was smashing it
in my face I sure did," Bond written a number of songs about
her life as a woman, about the
replied.
"I would've done it," Battles fallacies of lying to yourself and
said. "I would've taken it right the man you married, about
being free and accepting the
out of his hand."
"He" is Greg Funaro who anger that comes from that
plays Joe, Jones' macho, cigar- freedom. The musical takes
wielding agent. Funaro, at one place on Jones' birthday - her
point during rehearsals Monday 39th - during the rehearsals ·
night, mentioned it might be - the day of the show's premiere.
to his benefit to wear a bullet- Joe wants to hear her new songs.
proof vest during curtain calls When he does he is shocked.
after the performance this com- What is she doing? Why the big
ing Saturday night at the John- change? "Don't you like them?"
Jones asks him. "Sure, honey,
son Theatre.
"We've trimmed some of the sure," Joe says, "but do·you have
dialogue, some of it was a little to get so personal? Why don't
out-dated. It's like seeing Hair you do the old numbers, sweenow, and it's a period piece," theart? The ones I like so much."
Battles said about the show that "You don't understand," she
premiered Off-Broadway in says. "I can't sing those songs
1978 and was one of the longest anymore. I just can't. This is me
running shows ever - behind -now."
The musical goes on to open
such giants as Godspell and
Little Shop of Horrors. We up Joe's life as well, and we
spoke as the cast rehearsed the understand, through him, the
various Seventies-style musical insecurities men feel about
numbers and the biting, explor- women's liberation. Joe, along
ative male-female dialogue be- with the music, keeps the show
tween Jones and Joe that keeps off the soap-box. And it turns
out he probably won't need the
the musical glued together.
"If this was a straight play bullet-proof vest.
There was one question that
(not a mu_sical) men would feel
very defensive," Battles said, kept coming to mind: Is this
performance simply a memor"but the music involves you involves you in the message and ial, as part of Women's History
makes it palpable, doesn't make Week, to a relic of the past that
it come across as totally haran- marked a turning point of ,the
woman's role in society; or is
guing."
"I think it's a great conver- it put on as a statement, a

,nirror, of our own sociecy, a
statement as valid today as
yesterday?
Nancy Ogrodowczyk, who
plays one of Jones' two backup singers, had this to say: "I
think it is still an issue today,
but it's not as blown-up. Women
are still fighting for job opportunities and rights."
Battles: "I know women in
my age group who are going
through this kind of thing right now."
Battles, however, is bringing
more of her experience as a
director than as a newlyliberated woman to this project.
Fact is, she's always been aware
of her strength as a woman as a person - and has never had
to experience the pains of
liberation that Jones goes
through in the musical. Battles
was brought up as a person, not
a little girl. Her brother was
brought up as a person, not a
little boy. She said, jokingly, that
she sometimes wished her mother was more like everyone else's
mother. Now she is glad she was
not. "I wasn't raised playing
with Barl:>ie dolls and now my
daughter isn't allowed to play
with one until she is 10 years
old. Hopefully, by then, she'll
outgrow it."
Close to the end of the rehearsal, Ogrodowczyk is going
through a number called
"Strong Woman." It's got some
Latin rhythm in it and Danielle
Howard - the second back-up
singer - and Bond ar~ leaning
back against some stools, digging the music. Ogrodowczyk
steps forward, narrows her eyes
at Funaro, who is watching
critically, sings, then steps back.
"Cut!" Battles says. She gets
up and walks over, puts her arm
around Ogrodowczyk.
"You're trying to project
strength here," she says, "you
can't back up. It is weak to back
up."

by the generally reserved crowu.
The rest of Trilling's material
was amusing, but didn't inspire
the streams of uncontrollable
laughter I needed to help me
forget the other world of Lotus
and Pascal awaiting me upon
my return to my room.
As headliner Tom Clark took
the stage I was hopeful. My
appetite was wet and I was ready
for the main course. I wasn't
going to be an easy audience,
but I was ready to laugh. Bring
it on Tom, light my fire, I
thought loudly. Clark rested the
majority of his act on material
derived from his home state of
Maine and its residents, confiding in the au~ence his knowledge of bestiality and other
sorted detail~ of life in the
remote Northeast. While he was
able to pull snorts and controlled
chortles from the crowd, he
wasn'_t able to keep many im'p ressed with his 'whoopie cushion' humor. Well worn
themes of a mediocre sexlife and
drug use brought some laughter
from the crowd. They were like
me, they wanted to laugh- too.
I walked home that cold, dark
March night alone. Had I
laughed? I asked my self - not
really. Was I ready to study? I
asked m_yself - not really.

~

·upcomi ng
.Events •

• •

Scope will be presenting Elvis Costello in concert
with special guest Nick Lowe. Tickets are available,
as of March 1st at the MUB ticket office and are
$10 for students and $15 for non-students.
The Portsmouth Academy of Performing Arts
will present Colin Higgins' "Harold and Maude"
at the Bow Street Theater in Portsmouth from
February 17 - March 5. Tickets are $10 ($12 for
Saturday performances) and may be purchased at
the box office, or by calling 433-4472.
The Durham Stage Company presents Garcia
Lorca's "Blood Wedding," a passionate play set
in 1930's Spain. The production opened Friday,
February 24th, and will run every Thursday, Friday
and Saturday at 8:00 p.m., Sundays at 7 :30, through
March 19th. Tickets are $10 for adults, $8 for
students and senior citizens. For information and
reservations call 868-2068.
The UNH Women's Commission will present
'Tm Getting My Act Together And Taking It On
The Road" Saturday, March 4, at 8:00 p.m. in the
Johnson Theater. One of Broadway's longest running
musicals, it focuses on the "liberation" of a 39year-old, divorced, cabaret singer. Tickets are $2
and may be reserved by calling 862-2290, or going
to the MUB Ticket Office.
DO'AH, formerly Do'a World Music Ensemble,
will be in concert on Friday, March 10, at 7:30 p.m.
at the Bristol Community Center. These concerts,
as well as their fifth album release are dedicated
to breaking down the barriers of predjudice that
prevent peace. Tickets are available at the Bristol
Community Center, costing $4 per adult and $3
per child. For more information call,744-2713.

Comedians from all over the country appear in
the MUB PUB on Wednesday nights at 9:00 p.m.
Tickets are available at the door, $3 for students,
$5 for nonstudents.
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Br ea kd ow ns

her lover's ex ( the magnificently
tacky Julieta Serrano), and their
son and her fiance, who come
to rent Pepa's apartm ent (not
knowi ng who she is). This is
all unimp ortant ; Almod ovar
flings these oddba lls at one
anothe r in various pairing s and
combi nation s, just to see who
sticks to whom , and it is gloriously funny to watch the chaos.
Almod ovar's over-t he-top
style seems to mix elemen ts of
the Marx Brothe rs, Bunue l at
his least dark and most free,wheeling, Godard, Fellini, Hitchcock, Scorse se (espec ially of
--:--------:-----------strik- , _ ; _ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ), and most
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By Marc A. Mamigonian
What a joyously wacked out
film Pedro Almodovar' s W omen On the Verge of a Nervo us
Break down is! As Ameri can
comed y, once the envy of the
world, becomes more and more
stagna nt, we need to look overseas for laughs . Althou gh this
is the first film by Almod ovar
I have seen (his past films
include What Have I Done To
Deser ve This and Matad or),
Wome n On the Verge tantalizingly sugges ts that perhap s
Spain is the place to look.
Spain suffered long and hard
under the dual repres sions of
Franco and conservative Roman
Catho licism ; Franco is dead,
althoug h I have my doubts about
Cathol icism. The Spain (Madrid, specifically) of Almod ovar
is burstin g with nervous energy
and long subme rged color and
creativity. Wome n On the Verge
revels in this new atmosp here.
Is Spain to be the 1990's successor to the dolce vita Rome
of the late fifties and early sixties
and the swinging London of the
mid and late sixties , in short,
the happen ing place to be? Well,
how the hell should I know; I
mean, I live in Dover , so how
much can I know?
The film center s around a
succes sful T. V. actres s, Pepa
(the lovely , lovely , Carme n
Maura ), who is going nuts
becaus e of her faithle ss lover,

Pelle Conquers

M U S IC & M O V IE S

T he Pr oc la im er s Pe rf or m
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We're the Champions !!
In a recent price survey the Wildcatessen (located in Stillings Hall)
had the .l owest prices in Durham on
pints of Ben & Jerry's and Haagen
Dazs ice cream !
Results::
Ben & Jerry's Haagen Dazs
Store 24
Bread & Butter
Martin's
WILDCATESSEN

$2.59
$2.20
$1.99
$1.95

$2.59
$2.20
$2.19
$2.09

WATCH FOR OUR
WEEKLY SPECIALS
~ Tuesday
Monday
~

Small Cheese $2.00
"e,J, $M f/11,t, Oci«

Large Cheese $4.00

Jt WJJ, 'Bt '1..u4Jf WUA. 1/H AC4ilt"
From 5:00pm to Close

For Prompt Deliveries ... 868-2224

These are everyday prices-no sales,
gimmicks, or mark downs!

_

II

OON'T ERUSH
U~ OFF .
Snickers
%%%%S %SS%S\S\%%i

Killer Hash
$%SSS%%S\%SS%%%%%%%\%%%

Mud Pie
%%%%%%SS\S\SSS%SSS

$1.50 a pint (That's Cheap!!)

WI LDCATESSEN
Located in Stillings Hall Next to Stoke Hall
Days:Mon-Fri 7:30am-2:00pm Evenings: SunThurs 6:00pm-Midnight _& Fri 6-9pm

Spend an exciting summer in
Durham ...
working for
General Laborer, Housing
Office Personnel and
and
Positions
~upervisory
Conferences
available
Housing Provided
Pick up your applications at any
of t.hese locations: Pettee House,
U.A.C., Area Community Desks,
. ·,
·
Forest Park.
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Letters
Dor m I

! ---

To the Editor:
On February 20, U nfversity of
New Hampshir e President Gordon
Haaland announced his decison to
construct a residentia l housing
complex on site 5, the wooded area
west of the railroad tracks and north
of A lot. This decision is in direct
opposition to the recommen dation
of the Ad Hoc Site Review Committee, appointed by President
Haaland in October. The Committee unanimously rejected site 5. The
Committe e's major reason for
eliminatin g this site is the impact
that residence facilities would have
on strategic planning, academic
expansion , and facilities development.
The Committe e selected site IA,
adjacent to the Undergra duate
Apartmen t Complex as the primary
site for construct ion of the new
housing complex. The Committe e
noted that this is an existing
residentia l area that fits with the
current character of the area. They
envisione d that existing parking
lots D-1 and D-2 would be utilized
for the actual constructio n site and
that the displaced parking spaces
would be relocated on the women's
practice soccer field. In the event
that there was not enough space
available for all 600 residents at
this site, the Committe e recommended a secondary site, the area
adjacent to Williamso n and Christensen Halls.
President Haaland's announcement did not incorporat e the specific findings which supported the
Committe e's recomme ndations .
Thus, we feel compelled to offer
an alternativ e viewpoint to President Haaland' s assertions.
By the mandate of the President,
the Committe e operated a number
of assumptio ns in conductin g its
work. One of these assumptio ns
was that the Committe e could divide
the project into two sites. This
week, President Haaland argued

I. .

that it was not advisable to divide
the project into two sites. His
reasoning was that the Committee 's
secndary site adjacent to Williamson and Christense n Hall is already
heavily occupied. yet, the original
plans for this area called for a third
tower, similar to these structures .
In addition, the Committe e apparently reasoned that 100 to 200
additiona l residents in this area
would not pose a density problem.
President Haaland argues that
site IA is' too small to properly
locate a low-rise housing complex
for 600 students. Based on consultation with Wacker Associate s,
specialist s in campus design, the
Committe e concluded that, if necessray, 600 residents could be
accomodated on the site in buildings
of four to five stories without
having a negative impact on site
character.
President Haaland argues that
the loss of the women's practice
field would affect the recreation al
sports program and the potential
expansion of Snively Arena. It is
a contradicti on for him to be against
taking this field because of its
impact on the program, while at
the sarpe time planning to utilize
it in the future for expansion of the
arena.
President Haaland indicated that
the use of site IA for housing would
result in the loss of 200 parking
spaces. We hasten to point out that
the Committe e intended that the
parking that would displaced by
building on Lots D1 and D2 would
be replaced by a parking area to be
constructed on the women's practice
soccer field and/or an addition to
nearby A lot.
President Haaland argues that
extra investme nt in foundatio n
work on site IA would be required
because the women's practice field
was originally a pond. However,
as stated above, the Committe e's
intention was to construct the
housing complex on the higher
ground where the current parking

this problem. Since utilities and
access roads are currently present
site preparati on costs would be
further reduced. In addition, vehicular traffic from this site can
enter and exit Route 4 without
entering the main campus or the
town of Durham. Because this is
not a remote area and is currently
used for residentia l purposes, the
security and lighting systems are
already in place, further reducing
facility operating costs.
The Committe e rejected site 5
because of the impact on long-range
planning. However, there are numerous problems with this site that
were not adequately addressed by
President Haaland.
A detailed cost analysis of each
site must be made public to support
any assertions made by President
Haaland regarding relative costs
of constructi on. Costs of construetion at site 5 will be increased by
the need to build an access road and
extend utilities to this remote area.
Housing 600 students on this site
would certainly exacerbat e the
current traffic bottlenec k on the
railroad bridge and increase traffic
on Mast Road.
This remote site would require
significant expenditur es to address
the safety concerns of dorm residents including lighting, security
patrols, sidewalks, and escort services. In addition, increased traffic
on Mast Road will endanger pedestrians and students taking part in
equine class. A 1987 report from
the UNH Director of Housing to
President Haaland which evaluated
site 5 stated that the proximity of
the railroad " ... creates a guarantee
that students will cross them. This
would be the first time we have built
a residence across the tracks knowing that students will cross them.
A major safety concern."
There is no current master plan
in place to guide future campus
developm ent. President Haaland
stated that a master planning
proces~ will be initiated within the

~{ iife Sciences and .Agricultu r~,
which currently is the primary user
of these lands, will initiate its own
land use planning effort within the
next six months.
The President has decided to
locate the new housing complex
on site 5, encompass ing at least 10
acres. As the demand for space on
campus increases over the years,
10 acres is an excessive and inappropriate use of land for housing
600 students. Residential expansion
to the west of the railroad tracks
will forever change the character
of this quadrant of campus. The
manner in which this area is
developed or preserved as green
space will be the most profound
planning descision that members
of the University will make in the
next several decades. Let us not be
in haste to make su~h a momentou s
decision. Let us not squander our
limited natural resources on campus. A unilateral decision by President Haaland to break the barrier
of the railroad tracks without a
planning process which incorporates a cross-secti on of University
and community members is in direct
contradic tion with his stated intentin to "remain sensitive to the
long-term impact of our current
decisions."
Sincerely
Janet Briggs
Assistant Professor
Dr. Nancy Deuel
Amy Dickens
Assistant Professor
Teacher/T rainer

Dor m II
To the Editor:
We are writing this letter in
SUPPORT of President Haaland's
decision t0 locate the new dorm on
the location behind A-Lot. Writing
this letter in support of a decision ,
is unusual on this campus. Because
if students agree with an issue on
campus, they become complace nt
and do nothing co show their
support.
We think that students have
forgotten what President Haaland's
objectives are as president of the
university . He tries to make deci-

-

sions that are best for the entire
student body. It is t~ue char he must
consider the small groups to make
sure their interests are considered.
However, he can't please these
small groups at the expense of the
majority of the students. President
Haaland doesn't have anything to
gain from locating rhe dorm on any
specific site. Obviously , he made
the decision he felt was best for the
university communit y as a whole.
He must have also come to the
conclusion chat the decision of the
Ad Hoc committe e was not right
for UNH. So, with the help of his
advisors he turned back to his
original plan.
Concernin g the moving of the
equestrian area: It is a shame that
it will have· t0 be moved, but
President Haaland has promised
to design a new one in a different
area. So stop complaini ng and work
with him to make it the best riding
area possible. In answer to people
who feel char this new dorm is
encroaching on the agricultural area
of the campus and in effect is
pushing the agricultur al departments off campus; there is one
answer for you: When these departments can bring in the number of
students that L.A., W.S.B .E., and
Engineerin g bring in rhen they can
complain. However, the students
who are filling these schools need
more student housing. Therefore
land must be used and it must come
from somewhere. So as the number
of students in che agricultur al
majors decrease, it is only fair that
the amount of area on rhe campus
that is devoted to them should
decrease.
How about complain ing aboui:
the rising cost of tuition and services
at UNH? We feel students should
pur their time and effort into more
construct ive work. How about
complain ing to Governor Gregg
about all of the budget cuts that are
affecting rhe entire stude t body?
Sincerely,
John William Hurney
Political Science & Theater Major
Senior
Matthew W. Goody
Operating Staff / D.C.E. Student

H 1/£' Pl /£
at 9pm!

WED. NIGH T

WEAR YOUR LETERS AND GET IN FOR A

To registe r, compl ete th~ entry blank
belo\N and drop it off at Stuart Shaine s
in Do\Nn to\Nn Durha m. No purch ase
necess ary. Enter as many times as you
\Nish.
\NINN ER DRA\N N MARC H 10th, 1989

-----------------,
---r--I
I
REGIS TER TO \NIN 2 FREE TICKE TS
THE \NORC ESTER SHO\N

-:-o

who's coming this wednesda'JJ?

Watch for it in next Tuesday~s
New Hampshire

I NAME:
I
I ADDR ESS:
I

CITY:
ZIP:

PHON E#:

5fH U/~
I

NO PURCHASE NECESSARY ENTER AS OFTEN AS YOU LIKE

~·

L------------------------~

_,,..
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MOTHER GOOSE & GRIMM

by Mike Peters

''Well, she's at H again ...
that no-good nestwrecker."

Rubes®

By Leigh Rubin

BLOOM COUNTY

-

r/'K& GOIN& 10

I/IC/Im me

.. Then it's a deal. You don·t say nothin' about the
meatloaf and I don't say nothin' about the canary."

Superguy

by Kurt Krebs

O\EMISTIW?
l C.OMPLHE.Ll(
f ORC,OT ABOOT
SIC>Nlti;, W FOR

. m...

WElLY()I.J DID.. .
/\ND N~ IT'S ~
TOO LATE TO DR!X>•. . 8V
TI-IE: WNw: 1HE FINN.
\S \N I\N HOUR

"'
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by Jeff Harris
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Full Time Staff
and Faculty

JuLES and JIM

Desk Jet
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•Laser quality at 2 pagestminute
•300 x 300 DPI full page graphics
•Built-in sheet feeder
•Multiple fonts ... and more

"A stunning lyrical film J·et in
the French New Wave ... built
around the theme of fredum."
Copley Systems is now
authorized to offer you
products for personal use
at the same low educational ·
discount prices we offer
to your school. Previously,
only educational institu-

-a C::-ltlC

STRAFFO RD RM. 7 & 9:30 $1 students $2 non

tions themselves were eligible for these super savings!

F/,p'a HEWLETT

25 MHZ
Vectras

~~ PACKARD
3 years for the price of 1 !
Educational institutions
can now triple the
warranty on specified
products purchased after
January 1, 1989.

-

MA (617) 449-5566 • 1-800-4-COPLEY
Outside Mass. 1-800-426-7539

Also available...
Plotters and Supplies

COPL EY
SYST EMS

185 Second Ave., Needham, MA 02194

.OVERiC'J\JPAIRS TO CHOOSE FROM

Reg. $28.99-$34.99 J
SATU RDAY ONLY
March 4th, 10am-6pm
gfACH VOllf YgAll SAf lgOAR})fNG
WATERSKttNG go1)ygoAR1)1NG
SURFfNG SKArfgOARDfNG

SHORTS, T-SHIRTS, SANDALS,
SNEAKERS, SWIMSUITS, ACTIVE APPAREL
AND ACCESSORIES

.,
•• .1

_~:~~

-~.

1

.....

RIEFER'S EAST SURF & SPORT
161 Portland Ave, Dover, NH 03820
(603) 743-4763

BODY GLOVE.av ROBIN PICCONE

STORE HOURS:
WED thru FRI
SATURDAY
SUNDAY

2pm-~pm
10am-6pm
12pm-4pm

In the Phi/brook's Sport Center across from the Dover Ice Arena
VliA. M,1STERCARD, AMERICAN EXPRESS welcome
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FOR SALE : Queen Size King Koil Water
bed. Good shape. Cost $550. New. Asking
$250. Call Tom at 749-1835
1980 FORD MUSTANG: Four Cylinder, 2.3
Liter Engine, New Brakes , Water Pump ,
Thermostat. Good Condition, No rust.
$1 ,300 (207) 384-527 4

-

Wilson Profile tennis racquet. Never been
used. $165 or B/O. Call Mike 868-3048
1984 Camaro-EXCEL LENT condition .
Owner is moving, therefore must sell.
53,000 miles. Call evenings before 11 p.m.
Ask for Matt and leave message. 743-3843.
FOR SALE- 3 Pedicabs. Run your own ·
business this summer. Pedi cabs have been
successful in Portsmouth for 4 years. Great
summer job. Fantastic entrepreneurial
experience. Call Ty 436-5866 days: 207 439-6939 evenings. Leave message.
Heathkit H89A CP/M/ w/ complete manuals, some software, and 300 Baud modem.
Good terminal. 742-0561 leave message.
Speed skates. Oberhamer 10 1 /2M . Like
new. $75. 742-0561 leave message.
1984 Honda CRX New Brakes, Tailpipe,
AM/ FM Cassette. Good Rubber $3,450
or B/O. ,7 49-51665 Evenings and weekends.

-

SHOGUN 500 BICYCLE, EXCELLENT
CONDITION, NEW TIRES, FRONT WHEEL,
BETTA TRIP COMPUTER, ZEFAL PUMP,
CANONDALE PACK. $250. or B/O. TODD
868-3196
1982 VW Diesel Rabbit LS. 4 door hatchback. EXCELLENT CONDITION, 5 SPEED,
AIR CONDITIONING , BLOCK HEATER,
STEREO/CASS ETTE. CALL 271-2910
(days) or 742-8507 (eves.)
1985 HONDA INTERCEPTOR 500,
Red/White/Blue , EXCELLENT Condition,
$1600 or B/O. 868-2531
1981 Subaru Station Wagon: new engine,
well taken care of, good shape. 8/0 4368746.
STEREO RECEIVER Technics SA-111 .
Excellent Condition $50 . Dave Rm . 249 .
862-4563.
1984 SUBARU GL-10 STATION WAGON.
ALL OPTIONS, INCLUDING A/C, CRUISE,
SUNROOF. NO RUST. SPOTLESS INTERIOR. EXCELLENCE. $3950, or B/O. 8685122.
Kleber V15 Mud and Snow tires.
175/70R13. Good for V.W.'s, Subarus, and
other small cars. 1 year old. $30. Call Arthur
868-3361

Apple MacIntosh 512K with two 400K disk
driv"'es. Mac Write, Pascal, Typing Tutor
Mac Paint, all Manuals. Asking $650 .

'ijjp'AM

· National marketing tirm seeks ambnious,
mature student to manage on -campus
promotions for top national companies this
school year. Flexible house with earnings
potential to $2500. Call 1-800-932 -0528
Ext.28

wanted - female, non smoker. Share 3 bedroom apt. $150 / month plus
1 /3 utilites. Avail. now. Dover 749-1739
FREE APT .- Grad . student family seeks
responsible person to share large 2-family
Rochester home and meals in return for
light housekeeping and parttime chilcfcare.

C'AtAl3sfATES OF THE WO.ALO , UNhE!!!
Sign up for an authoriza tion code at the
UNH Telecom Center (next to Barnes and
Noble Bookstore) and start making free
calls to local, off-campus numbers from
your residence hallway phone . No cost
unless you make long distance calls.

Hey Nookie! Let's do the Susse Chalet
again sometime . It was fun! By the way ,
How's Minky? Love ya, -Nooker

Looking fo r ::. ride to Amherst (UMASS)
Friday the 10th. Will pay for gas. Call for
Maris 868-2722

Thanks for " breakfast ir1 bed" Hunter 2nd!
That was THE BEST! (even though I was
typing!) Thanks for being so AWESOME!
Love, Marcy

Use of beach condo included. Near bus
route. 1-335-2693.
DURHAM ROOM RENTAL. Easy Walking

Lo- Have fun at home, say hi to Mom and
Pop and Ren and Will and Tai and Oz, drive

SPUD! ELVIS COSTELLO is,solo in concert
with NICK LOWE on April 15th. ARE YOU
GOING TO BUY ME A TICKET? OR do I
owe you one? The MUB is still selling them .
Students are $10, non-students are $15 .
If you don't have the cash, work the show
on the production or security team! -China

Look out Nick's, here comes Allison! Next
stop Portsmouth. Twice the bimbos, twice
the fun: Half the F-troop is now 21 !! We
love you A-1 !! We love you Al, Happy 21st
Birthday. The F-troop

Distance . No Smoking . No Kitchen
$195/mo. Includes Utilities.868-1042 , 8683296 AVAILABLE NOW.

LOS1 $

'FQUNl)
To the person who accidentally took my
blue LL Bean jacket from ATO on 2/11,
please return it--1 would appreciate it. No
questions asked . OK? Thanks, Melissa
862-4577
Whomever has my royal blue/hot pink CB
jacket: Please return it! Part of outfit! Karen,
868-2915, 4 Main #20

PERSONALS
Sex isn't everything in a relationship, but
it's a good theme.
Hey Liz. Get psyched for free HBO and
that P.C. O.J.--Gras
Whacka, Flea, Werdie, Rich, Lisa. and
Sharon ...M+C ... K- E-Y .. .lt's almost time!!!
Love, Kringles
Friends like you - what would I do without
you at a time like this. I just want to let you
know how important it is to have friends
like you . Again thanks for being there.
Sharon.
Pal - February's finally over (and you didn't
even have a nervous breakdown!!!)! I'm
so psyched that your floor won . You all
deserve it! Hunter second is AWESOME!
Love, Pal (Remember me - blonde hair,
blue eyes ... Ha!Ha!Ha!).
To whom who has lost the will to live, I care.
Give me a chance. Tom- 862-4315
To the 3 troublemakers in H-3- - we want
Mr. Potatoehead back! This is FARGIN
WAR!! P.S. Thanks for the beds full of snow.
"Loving couple wants to adopt a baby. If
you can help us, or know someone who
can. please call us collect at (603) 4484329."
CLINT- Come study with me. I'll put a skirt
on, we'll take a study break and try for 13.
I love you! T.
ILANA I'm glad you are my Iii Sis. You can
always come to me. Love ya. Tonya
Williamson 7th?
I hope you're ready for the time of your
life . Get psyched for the ASIA PIG OUT
OF THE YEAR!!
PS.- Jeff, whoever you are, I only hope you
know what you're getting yourse lf into!!
- Luv, Leanne.

WEEKEND INCOME $10.25 to start. National marketing firm has openings in all
areas throughout New England for local
area studnets to gain valur1~le resume
experience working 10-30 flexible ho~rs
per week or weekends only. Students must
have use of a car, be interested in learning
about sales and market ing , and be able
to wrok 3 weekends per month . There is
NO door to door soliciting or phone sales
invovled, advancement by summer's avail able. Details covered at interview. Call 9648997 for interview.

To the girls of R.T. #1 : You are the best!
Thanks for making my 21st such a great(and drunken) occasion!! Love, Jae.

Work Study Job - Exeter Publ ic Library $6
per hour. Shelving, shelf reading and other
tasks. Located in Downtown Exeter on the
KariVan Route.

Karina - 12 days to go for us! Psyc he! Can
you be liev e it? She 's m ine! mine! min e!
all mi ne!!'

STAFF NEEDED for international Student
Orientation, August 26 - September 2. No
pay , but food and lodging ( if needed)
provided . A wonde rful exp e rience for
undergraduate or graduate students! Apply
and arrange for interview at Dean of
Students Office by March 22. Huddleston
Hall or call 862-2050 for more information

HOLJ5fNQ

H.P. Had a " wild" time with you on Saturday
nite. What are we doing next weekend?
Come over for hors d'oeuvres and lasagna.
Dessert? Call me! Your wild woman
To my little brother: Get pysched fo r a great
semester! - Ben .
Ben, you ding-dong, you didn 't tell me his
name -- I hope he figures out it's for him!
Have fun in Ct. - 8 .

What's an auth code? It allows you to make
any telephone call from any residence hall
te lephone. It makes your telephone c alls
more conveni ent. No more searching for
an ava i la bl e p ay phon e. G e t your
authorizati on code from Te lecommuni cations today.
HEY HUBBARD!!' Get psyched for our
da nce thi s Friday nite! Free Admission ,
Food , Lights, Music by A.O .- 8 :30 Rec .
Room H.H. Despite the postponement, the hunt
still goes on . With a coach 11Ke you how
could I go wrong. SueJlog • • • • • • • • •

safely and I'll miss ya! - B.
Dear Lindy, Thank-you for the wonderful
weekend spent in the mountains. Can't
wait to see you again. Love Always, Bill.
VPWHC /Crash/ Beefcake/ Whttgr- Any
new desserts? Who will chop the Redwoods
over break? Managers should be BETTER
listeners- so don 't talk . Resist your
DESIRES- stay out of the snow. The cold
Bites . Truth from contradiction- believe
me. Here's to a manly sort of man who's
just like all the others. Happy Birthday! Love
ALWAYS, PMHC/Chiquita
Kimberly Gail - 8 days til we are Bahama
Mamas! Let's go find some sexy bikinis
tonite and some sexy men next week! -

- B.
Lynne, I just wanted to say thanks for a
great ski trip. It was such a success that
everyone had "Nothin' but a good time."
Your's was the only "downfall" of the trip
and I'm sorry things had to happen that
way. But your strength and desire to ski
again, despi~e your accident, is an inspiration that stands ~bove all. Glad to see
you are recovering, slowly but surely. Hope
you're feeling up to some dancing tonight.

HAPPY 21st BIRTHDAY KAREN CHERNESKY! To my best friend and roomie! Love
and laughs, TINA

Yes .. .it's time for the FROSH CAMP THEME
to be read!!! Come old, come new!! Wednesday, March 8th at 9:45 p.m . Just do it!!

HAPPY 21st BIRTHDAY TO MY NEW
DISTRIBUTOR - Karen Chernesky!!!
Congratulations !! Vero Beach- here we
come! Love always, ILKA

Thanks for the birthday kidnap! You ' re
. special friends. I wish I could always dress
like Raggedy Anne. Love, Marcy

Wes and Jim- Thanks for being such
WONDERFUL guys and letting us invade
your bachelor pad! Your roommates-to.
be
Hey Mo! Saw you at Telecommunicat ions
picking up your new auth cOde--guess you
haven't forgotten that heartthrob back
home...
OVERSEAS JOBS . $900-2000 mo.
Summer, Year round, All countries, All
fields . Free info. Write IJC, PO Box 52NHO1 Corona Del Mar, CA 92625

Tom

Afraid that you may be compromising your
value system in order to fit in? Call CoolAid at 862-2293, evenings 3-12 p.m.

To the blonde Kappa Delta (Kate?), it was
nice talking to you. How about dinner? The
guy you left dancing alone

TANIQUE SUN TAN CENTER in Portsmouth is offering 30 days of UVB ray
tanning for $25. Now thru Spring break

To the Sexy AZ Kristen, Let's pound
together soon. I miss you lots!! Love your

Yeah! Hunter 2nd floor is the best F.O.F.in
floor on campus! Congratulations everyon,
I knew we could do it!

wild drinking buddy, Chris

BE PREPARED! This sun is out to get you,
but you can get it back with a pre-tan.
Tanique, Portsmouth.

Michele- Congrats! Congrats! Congrats!
You're a very special friend and I wish you
all the happiness in the world. Thanks for
always being there . And remember. I'll
always be here for you. Congrats, Again.
Love, Ingrid

JOE LESLIE ... ARE YOU PSYCHED FOR
NEXT YEAR'S F.O.F.??? Ha! We think
you're great!

Hey TOM HALL, I guess it doesn't pay to
drink faster than you! Thanks for being
there. Love, your buddy

Looking for a good time? Call 431-7047,
ask for Ray- UVB Ray that is. Tanique, 30
days for $25.

Welcome back from citrus city.

Attention all freshman camp couns-elorsold and new! The thene reading is Wednesday, March 8th! Be there!!!

DOUG ... how was the SNOW last week?
Stonegate - We wanted to thank you for
Saturday night- Great food, great friends
and a great time! Our compliments,to Chef
Doureman! Thanks again- The girls at 45R
Madbury and Red House.
KRINGLES!!! Thanks for being so AWESOME! Love, PAL
Dave- I did my best but the girl has magnet
lips, besides it's illegal to stop a loveskoop.
Signed Cathy's fav. roommate
Julie Lachance : What thou dishes out ,
though shall receive . How's dorm life
treating you? I he~rd. The Great Pumpkin
Yeah Suki, Yeah! You're 22 years old and
getting older! Have a great birthday! We
love you! Mimi , Kim, and Pam
HURRY! Spring break is almost here and
our offer is running out. Call Tanique in
Portsmouth. 431 -7047 for details.
Can 't go away for spring break? Look as
if you did 1 Come to the Island of Tanique,
Portsmouth. (UNH special) .
Just a reminder - your calls to the Cool-Aid Hotline (862-2293) and tapeline (862 3554) are alway s kept CONFIDENTIAL .
Call us any evening from 3 P.M . to
MIDNIGHT.

Come to where the sun shines EVERY DAY.
Tanique in Portsmouth 431- 704 7 .
Downtown and along the Kari-Van Trail. ·
ATTENTION UNH STUDENTS! Now thru
Spring Break at Tanique in .Portsmouth 30
days for $25. Prepare for the beach.
HUNTER 2nd is #1 !!!!
Congratulations to the new brothers of
Alpha Gamma Rho!!!!!!
Megatron- Please Cheer Up!
HAPPY 19th BIRTHDAY D!! - To the best
friend anyone could ever have. I don't know
what I'd do without you. You're so patient
with me and all my problems. Thanks 1Hey,
don 't stress out too much , it's not good
for your health! You just have to blow it
off. But remember, I'm alway s here! Love
ya, - T
Daragh's in heat and she might want a dog!
Hey D, Happy 19th Birthday. I'm sure you
made it through all you tests no problem.
Thanks for being there. Love, Dave.

Jodles - I still love you, roomie, and don't
you forget it! Dreams are stars! And Teddy
Bears listen very well. Love - Me.
To my new found friends in Eaton, Sandi
and Jon, GET OUT OF MY HEAD ! (Especially you Sandi!) Just Kidding. Welcome
to the Circus. Me.
Flea
FLORIDA ... Round -trip transportation
$99.99, Limited space available, efficient
arrival and departures. call Jeff at _7 42k0962 for details!
You hate going to the dentist cause you're
~•M: .... -• getting drilled, is that right Tracy?

SERVfCES
:: -. ..ite Sharpen,r.g X-.,...
B;ke 868-5634.

s~

ii <.: [,;;,, . •ull ,,.::,"

Professional Word Processing for all your
documents, reports, etc. Experienced ,
efficient, reasonable rates, quick-return .
Janet Boyle, 659-3578.
Horse boarding now available at DeMeritt
Hill Farm on Route 155 in Lee. New stables.
Only 3 miles from campus. Full board for
$200 per month. Ca,11 Bill at 868-2134 or
Steve at 868 -1480. Evenings best. Keep
trying.
Typing/Word Processing, Professional
quality, reasonable rates. Spelling accuracy
included. Call 742-2037, Dover.
Need a band for your party? Try Ollie and
the Patriots. This is not a joke, this is Rock
and Roll . Jason: 7 42-1858, Doug : 7 43 3505.
What's the difference being different? Do
you need support or want to talk to someone
about being different at UNH ...... feel free
to call any of these members of the Diversity
Committee:
Denise Connors, Nursing Dept. 862-3405
Stuart Churchill-Hoyer, Dean of Students
Office 862-2050
Les Fisher, English Dept. 862-1313
Marianne Fortescue, Student Activities
862-1524
Susan Franzosa, Dept. of Education 8622376
Emily Moore, Dean of Students Office
862-2050
TAE KWON - DO The art of self-defense.

Gotcha!!

IMPORTANT INFORMATION! Now thru
sprin g brea k at Taniqu e in Portsmout h .
30 day s of UVB ray s for $25. Hurry! It 's
limited!

22?? ... Man, that's old!!
Love Ya!
Lizard, Kim , Michelle,
Pam , &Mimi

A gen tl e breeze, the wa rm th of the sun ,
t he sm ell of co c onut oi l. We have it all.
Tan ique, Portsmouth. 431-7047
Missy - Je sum Crow, Here you go weegaHappy Belated Birthday! -Luwee

Jenn & Michele- You guys are the best little
sisters anyone could ever ask for! Love,
Donna

lxtapa bound in 9 days. Get ready for
· tanning, sun, fun and a happy vacation.
We are only seniors once.

Happy Birthday
SUE SEED!!. ..

FREE UVB TANNING at Tan ique, Portsmouth! Become a memb e r and sign up
three friends . It's that easy! Call 431 -7047

Dear Dinger Sisters: You two put the "OK"
in Orgasrrt, the " apres ski " hot tub experience was one in a lifetime. The men from
Ka ppa Sigma don' t realize what they 're
letting slip-by. Whipped cream taste best,
A Double Ding.

VIRGINIA RESIDENTS ... DRIVING HOME
OVER BREAK? l'M LOOKING FOR A RIDE
TO ROANOKE (OR RICHMOND). I CAN
SHARE EXPENSES AND DRIVING .
PLEASE CALL EILEEN AT 7 42-4365 eves!
Thanks!
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O.K... Last Time!

T-Shirts
Sportswear
Wholesale

GRAND
OPENING
SPORTS

Wed. Thro Sat.
March 1-4

_

- SCREENPRf TtNc;

This is our...

HAYD EN
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Riefer's emphasis on quality and value
with the best and broadest
selection of contemporary·styles
;If ai: in a full range of colors
! il makes Riefer's your
ti number one choice.
1111!

· 11l combined

I

.'

~~

/

./lovtR 100,000 T-SHIRTS PRINTED To DATE111
.

~

•CONVERSE
•BRINE
•LE COQ
SPORTIF
Sportswear & Shoes

- FREE
Pair Of

CONVERSE ALL STARS
With Purchase Of 1 Pat·r Of

(CcanveRse) ERX 300

Boxers
Fleecewear ·
Custom

Riefer's is the exclusive printer of
.• Ii Coed Naked Lacrosse sportswear

. : 1:11111

.

~:~

CALL TODAY: 1-800-274-3337
OUR SALES REP WILL BE HAPPY TO MEET
WITH YOU AT YOUR CONVENIENCE

s79•s

•ARENA

Main St., Durham, N.H.

868-2096

161 PORTLAND AVE.
DOVER N.H. 03.820
(603) 743-4763
.. n .. ... ••.•,• ••,·r--,:;• ...
:h•t"'t"•'.;,:..... x ......
❖·•••:>:

❖••

Riefer's Sportswear Is A Product's Division Of
Riefer's East, Inc.

Manager's Special
Jasmine Direct Drive
70 MB Hard Disk / Macintosh
While supplies last.

$850.00
A savings of $130.00.

i
I

-i:i
!

;I
• t

! l
f .
'I

I'

, :

IBM• APPLE• HEWLEIT-PACKARD
SEAGATE• INTEL • CMS • TOSHIBA • WGll'ECH • COWRADO MEMORY SYSTEMS• EVEREX
NEC, EPSON, APPLE, IBM & DEC RIBBONS
. DOS• WORDPERFECT • LOTUS 123 • GENERIC CAD•
PC TOOLS • DBXLDIAMOND RELEASE
.
.
EXCEL• SUPERPAINI'

University Technology Center
Thompson Hall • Ro~m 14A • 862-1328
9:00 a.m. - 3:00 p.m. • Monday - Friday
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Wildcats trip UMaille
Counts scores 1000th poin t

-

By J. Russell Pabst
"l just wanted to get it over
Derek Counts scored his with, so we could go on and win
l,000th point of his collegiate the game."
With the momentum on their
career as he led the UNH men's
basketball team past the Uni- side, the 'Cats extended their
versity of Maine, 63-58, at the lead to seven, 18-11, as both
Bangor Auditorium, thus keep- . teams began to settle into their
ing alive any slim hopes the offensive rythm for the rest of
Wildcats might have in making the half.
For the first time in a long
the North Atlantic Conference
while, the Wildcats established
Tournament.
Count's lay up at 10:45 of the themselves underneath the
first half gave him his 1,000 hoop with 20 of their first half
point, thus becoming only the 3 3 points coming from inside
15th player in UNH history to the paint. Maine, however, was
reach the 1,000 point. Head content with an outside game
Coach Gerry Friel ceremonious- as they road the hot hand of T.J.
ly presented the game ball to Forester ( 13 first half pts, 29
Counts at mid-court as the for the game). Forester, who
Maine crowd applauded appre- averaged over 13 points per
game last year, made his first
ciatively.
"It was a major personal start of the season having been
accomplishmen t for me", said wallowing deep in the UMO dog
Counts, whose unselfish play house because of disciplinary
has been a trademark for Wild- reasons.
Sophomore, Tim Lewis
cat basketball for the past four
years. "But, more importantly, scored eight of his career high
we came up with a big win when 12 points, coming off the bench
for the 'Cats in the first half,
we needed it."
In the first half, the Wildcats as UNH went into the lockercame out aggressive, attacking room at intermission with a
the Maine zone defense with comfortable 33-22 lead.
But things were far from over
crisp passing on the perimeter
to open up the inside for Dave as far as Friel was concerned,
Marshall and company. perhaps remembering last SaHowever, things did not pan turday's game against Vermont
out for the 'Cats, as they when, after having led Vermon~
struggled to get the ball in the , by 13 at the half, they ended up
hoop, falling behind early to the losing a heartbreaker.
The 'Cats seemed poised for
Black Bears, 6-0.
· The Wildcats came right back, the second half, as they inas Counts nailed a three pointer creased the margin to 15 points
( 40-25) in the first couple of
on their following possession
minutes. Unlike their previous
and then fed Keith Carpenter for a layup to give UNH a bouts with an "offensive coma", _
7-6 lead . . Maine answered the Wildcats held on to the lead
though, forging ahead to an 11- even though their offense was
9 advantage. However, that struggling.
With the score 40-32, and all
would be the last time the boys
from Orono would have the of the momentum on the Black
Bears side, Counts showed why
lead.
Eric Theilen, who has ex- he is the person who you want
tended his shooting range in the to give the ball to when the
past few games, canned a trey game is on the line. After a
of his own, and the stage was Maine turnover, Counts gaset for Counts' historic moment. thered his teammates at the top
Having waited nearly a half an of the key to settle them down
hour at the start of the game and regroup.
Whether or not the little get
for the Maine team to honor
their graduating seniors who together helped his teammates
were playing in their final home is questionable, but for Counts,
game, Friel wasn't about to let it seemed to turn the trick as
the accomplishmen t of his se- he promptly drilled a three the
next trip down the court.
nior point guard go unnoticed.
Both teams began to trade
"I just wanted to recognize
the fact of his accomplishment," baskets mid-way through the
Friel said, denying that he was half as the UNH lead hovered
trying to protest the elongated around six points. UNH held
pregame festivities. "He de- onto the lead thanks to clutch
served it, especially after what free throws by Bob Cummins
was the longest pregame show and Dave Marshall, something
that has been the achilles heel
in college basketball history."
With the feat having been of the team · throughout the
completed, the Wildcats seemed season.
But with Forester hitting
to settle down and concentrate
from everywhere (four in
treys
Counts,
hand.
at
game
the
on
himself was glad that he got it 2nd half) the once 15 point
out of the way early so he and margin was whittled down to
his teammates could focus all a precarious single point. Marshall, however, showed his
of their attention on the game.

lnveit in an
INTERNATIO NAL EXPERIENCE

at SAINT LOUIS UNIVERSITY~S
MADRID CfNTER.
Summer and/or Fall-Spring 89/90 Academic Year_.
Business Administ"iation, Hispanic Studies, Political
Science, etc.

crunch time experience by sinking two freebies giving the 'Cats
a three point advantage, 55-51
with 4: 18 left.
Maine's Matt Rossignol, their
resident gunner, continued to
have problems outside the 19'9"
arc, as he missed his sixth trey
and rarely used Mike Lunney
was subsequently fouled as
UMO Head Coach Rudy Keeling forced the 'Cats to win the
game at the charity stripe.
Lunney, who is one of the
better outside shooters on the
UNH squad, showed his ability
at the free throw line as he
calmly sank two freebies to push
the Wildcat lead to six with only
3 3 seconds on the clock.
After another unsuccessful
three point attempt, Lewis was
sent to the line for an opportunity to ice the game. This time
though, Marshall was called for
a lane violation on the front end
of the one and one ·situatiowby
an official who obviously didn't
see him get pushed by one of
the Black Bear players.
It was all for not though, as
Lewis and Lunney later combined for four more free throws
to post the 63-58 final. The win
marked the fourth time this The men's basketb_all team took it to the hoop this w.!ekend
season that the 'Cats have won as they defeated the University of Maine Black Bears. (Eric
on the road, having yet to come
out on top in a game in Durham. _A_n_d_r_e_w_s_p:.._h_o_to_)_______ _______ _____
.
Afterwards, Friel was very.
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PLAYOFFS

The Wildcats hope to zero in on the Northeastern Huskies
when the teams square off in the first round of the Hockey
East playoffs. (Ben Frazier photo)
:

Heart and ·s oul
of the 'Cats
By Glenn Sabalewski
Tim Shields racing around the
ice with his relentless, hustling
style of play and Steve Homer's
consistent goal scoring have
been familiar entities for Widcat
. hockey fans over the last four
years. U nforcunately, with the
hockey season drawing co a
close, so will their collegiate
hockey careers.
Shields and Horner (captain
and assistant captain, respectively) have played together
since their days at Henry Carr
High in Ontario, Canada. They
are two in a long line of Wildcat
hockey players coming from
that school.
Hockey is far from the only
reason UNH was chosen by
these two talented players who
seem to have everything in
proper perspective. "It's a great
school for academics as well as
hockey," said Horner. "I was
looking at some of the western
schools and they' re not as strong
academically, but they've got
great hockey programs. I
thought that here it was divided
well between hockey and academics."
UNH has had some uncharacteristic down years recently.
However, things have begun to
turn around this season and
neither player has any regrets
about spending the last four
years in Durham. Shields likened his feelings to the heart
transplant Head Coach Bob
Kullen underwent in the
summer of 1987. "Here is a guy
that was on his deathbed, hockey
is so secondary," he said. "We're
all playing a game, the game of
life, and we're going on to other

things. You can't measure a
person by wins and losses, and
I'm not going co look back on
the losses, I'm going to look back
on the wins."
Horner is quick to agree. "If
I went back four years and
looked at the decision I made
then, I would make the same
choice again. It would've been
better to have a few more wins,
but I've had a great time here."
Shields and Horner certainly
do not fit the unfair stereotype
which tags athletes as egotistical
and self-righteous. When asked
what about UNH they would
miss most, neither one of them
mentioned selfish self-centered
things, such as glory.
'TU definitely miss the people," Horner explained. "The
alumni here are excellent, and
everybody has supported us
through our four years. I'll also
miss all the students, we've
made a lot of friends here."
Shields agreed and put a
special emphasis on the crowds
at Snively Arena. "The fans are
good, loyal fans. We haven't had
the best of seasons the past
couple of years, but every time
you look in the stands you see
at least 2000 people. Now that
the team is getting better you
see more and more fans who just
wish the best for you." ·
The two teammates also
agree on their most memorable
moment in hockey at UNH.
They did not have co look back
very far. le is last Saturday's 74 victory of number four nationally ranked Boston College
in their final appearence at
Snively. "That was a real emotional game," said Shields,
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"They've come a long way," 20 points or more during the
said Northeastern coach Fern regular season, is its strength.
Flaman, who is retiring at the
Shields would love to see the
end of this season after 19 years team repeat last Saturday's
at Northeastern. "They are seven goal outburst against
definitely deserving of a playoff Boston College, but knows the
spot and we won't be looking team has to be more defensive
past them."
in the playoffs.
All sorts of nice things have
"We' re not going to get in a
happened for the Wildcats this shoot-out with anyone," he said.
season. They beat every team "We'll have to tighten things
in Hockey East except Provi- up a little more because the
dence at lease once, and have playoffs aren't as wide open as
an 8-9 record in 1989.
the regular season."
"The past three or four years,
The Northeastern team the
we've been relying a lot on Wildcats will face finished third
freshmen," Kullen said. "Now, in Hockey East with a 13-11while some freshmen are also 2 record. Led by forwards Dave
contributing, our goaltending, Buda (23-21-44) and Harry
defense and the top few lines Mews (17-24-41), the Huskies
are benefitting from experience have beaten the 'Cats 8-2 and
and maturity."
5-2 this season, while UNH won
"This team is 20 guys working a 6-3 home decision inJanuary.
as a concerted whole," UNH
"They play their game simply
senior captain Tim Shields said. and well," Kullen said. "They
"There's not just one person strive to not make any misdoing all the work. We're play- takes."
·
ing a good team game now and
"We' re opportunistic," Flathat is very important in hock- man said. "We play a tight
ey."
checking game and have reThe emergence of sophomore ceived a great season from
goaltender Pat Morrison has (goalie) Rich Burchill." ·
been crucial in the drive to the
Burchill, as old-timers at
playoffs for the Wildcats. The UNH might remember, began
starter in 20 of UNH's last 23 his college career as a Wildcat.
games, Morrison ( 4.14 goals After a criminal incident at the
against) has given the team U.S. Junior Olympic Festival in
_ talent and stability in goal.
1986, though, and more trouble
"He's more active as a goal- with the law when he returned
tender, more challenging," to the UNH campus as a sophoKullen said. "Not only does he more, Burchill was expelled
have confidence in himself, but from the university.
his teammates have seen him
Flaman should be grateful to
play well also and they feel if the disciplinarians at UNH.
they make mistakes, he can .Burchill's play (15-10-2, 4.07)
cover for them. That allows the has been both a pleasant sur· players to play more freely, with prise and a spark for the Husless nerves, and that's impor- kies.
tant."
This trip to the playoffs will
"UNH's goalcending has be Flaman's final behind the
been _the strong point of their Huskie bench, but he refused
game," Flaman said. "It's been to place too much importance
tremendous."
on the game. "You'd love to go
The Wildcat offense, high- all the way," he said. "These
lighted by freshman Joe Flan- •young men aren't perfect,
agan's 23 goals (a UNH fresh- though, and I can only ask them
man record) and the leadership to do the best they can do."
of senior captains Shields and
The Wildcats are winless in
Steve Horner, is at worst incon- their last seven trips to play
sistent. The depth of the of- Northeastern at Matthews Arfense, with six Wildcats scoring ena. Kullen believes UNH's

· game at Matthews last Tuesday
will take some of the edge off
of Norcheastern's advantage,
though.
Simply being in the playoffs
has to be gratifying for Kullen.
Since receiving a heart transplant in August of 1987, the
coach has had to answer a lot
of questions about his health.
Now he can answer questions
about his hockey team.
"It's exciting to make the
playoffs," he said. "I know
people at UNH love hockey and
want a good team. We're still
growing as a team and this is
a good first step."
The moment is also sweet for
Seniors Shields, Horner, Dan
Prachar, and Greg Boudreau,
who have spent the majority of
their college careers losing.
"It's a good feeling, especially
because the team is so young,"
Shields said. "It's gratifying to
me as a senior, but it's also nice
to know that the team will keep
getting better and continue to
make the playoffs in years to
come."
Though it is their first postseason game in three years, the
Wildcats aren't going to beat
the importance of this playoff
appearance into the ground.
Kullen plans on telling the team
to relax and play the same game
they have been playing the past
few months.
"If we can play like we've
shown we can, we'll be alright,"Kullen said.
"Everyone is motivated,"
Shields said. "It doesn't take
much to motivate a player for
the playoffs. I'm not going to
say much to the team. I'm just
going to go out and work hard
and hopefully the others will
see me doing that and have the
same desire to play hard. You
never know what can happen
in the playoffs."
If UNH survives Saturday
night's single-game elimination,
they will play first seed Boston
College March 10 at the Eagles'
Conte Forum. The Hockey East
championship game will also
be played at Conte Forum on
March 11.
'

Directions to Matthews Arena
Interstate 95 south to Route 128. 128 south ·
to Interstate 93. Take 93 into Boston to
Mass. Ave, Roxbury exit. Turn right off
exit ramp onto Mass. Ave. Go through
five sets of lights to St. Botolph St. (on
left). Turn left and arena is directly on
corner, on left_side of street.
" srnce we needed a win to get
a good feeling for the playoffs.
The place was packed and we
wanted co go out on a good
note."
What is in store for the future
for these men? Shields is a
political · science major who
intends to go to law school after
a year of hockey either in the
minor leagues or possibly in
Europe. Horner, a draftee of the
NHL' s Los Angeles Kings, also
will give hockey a shot. If it does ·
not work out, he wi_ll put his

degrree in business aciminiscration to use.
. It is not over yet, though, as
the Wildcats will face Northeastern in the Hockey East
quarterfinals tomorrow. "I think
our chances are good," said
Shields. "With a one-shot deal
anybody can win if you get a hot
goalie. Pat Morrison has been
playing well in goal lately, and
if we get a few breaks and put
the puck in the net when we get
the chances, we'll win,"
. With the exceptional talent
on this hockey team, a return

co consisteuc, wiun1ng ways in
the next cou pie of years would
not be surprising. If it happens,
remember to give Shields and
Horner some credit. Their coach
certainly-will. "They've provided leadership, character and
direction cowards this team
becoming a top-level program,"
Kullen said.
Can two players give any
more to a program? It is doubtful. If there was a way to give
more to the program, Steve
Horner and Tim Shields would
have already discovered it.

w
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Sports
BU topples Lady 'Cats
By NaomiHvove

.
An overall sense of tens10n
lurked in the air throughout the
the women's basketball team's
Seaboard Conference playoff
g~me against BU Wednesday
ntght at Lundholm Gymnasium.
Both teams were nervous, but
B~ managed to overcome their
g1tters and end the _Lady 'Cats
b~sketball season with a 73-65
.
.
vICtory.
From the openmg tip off both
teams played below their .potential, a sure sign of nerves.
From the _begining the 'Cats
were p~tttng forth their best
effort, m -fact, the team might
have been trying coo hard.
The Boston University defense was the story in the first
half, ~s they shut down 'Cat
of!ensive weapon Kris Kinney.
Krnney was 1:oc al~ow~d to
penetrate at will, whICh 1s her
most potent offensive weapon.
T~ make matters worse, when
Kmney did occasionally penetrat~ effectively she was not able
to dish _the ball off _as BU closed
t~e W 1ldcat passrng lanes all
.
ntght.
The Terners jumped out to
a_ 17-11 lead. The 'Cats called
t1m_e out and then came out of
their huddle with a stronger allaround game. Tight defense by
Dorsch and sophomore Jen
Casey_ coupled with key baskets
_by Kinney, Julie Donlon and

Kris Kinney attempts one of her final shots as a 'Lat in
Wednesday's playoff loss to BU. (Ben Fraz_ier photo)

~ichele Brusseau gave the Lady
Cats a one point advantage 19 _
'
18.
Over the next three minutes
BU tightened up their defense
and went on a 7-2 run, giving
them a 25-21 lead. Dorsch tied
the game up 27-27. with a
beautiful jumper. Dorsch contir;med her fine play by scoring
four points in a UNH scoring
run chat gave the 'Cats a 35 _34
half time lead.
The Wildcats began thesecond half more determined and
focused with their game plan.
The coaches advised the team
at halftime co settle down and
relax. According to assistant
coach Karen Pinkos "We started to panic too earli. We began
to worry when there was too
much time left."
Unfortunately, the talk and
the higher level of decermination on UNH's part could not
stop che Terriers. Kinney
opened up the half with a
bucket, but over following five
minutes the 'Cats failed to score.
Over the first eight minutes BU
went on a 18-6 run that threacened co blow the Lady 'Cats out
of the building.
To their credit, the 'Cats
weathered the storm and kept
themselves within striking discance and with 11:40 left, down
52-47. Midway through the
s_eco.nd half a distracting fire

.
alarm went off rn Lundholm
~ym ca~sin& a five minute delay
.
m play~ng time.
BU mcreased their lead over
th~ next couple minutes but Kris
Km~ey_ br~ughc the 'C:its back
to w1chm six, 5~-53, with 4:27.
However, th~ Cats came up
empty on the•~ next four posses1o~s and trailed 62-53 ._
Wah 1:30 _left the Wildca ts
made a lase ~itch effort to save
the season with a last gasp run.
Both D~)Illon and Karri Reyno_lds h1t thre_e J?Oint shots to
brmg them w1thm four. UNH
was then forced to foul but BU
~ade 11 of 13 fre_e throws to
ICe t~e game and give BU a 736
,
5 victo~y.
.In Krnney s last ga_me for
UNH, she scored 30 pomts and
pulled down 9_re_bounds. Dors~h
and _Donl?i;i fm1sh~d second m
scormg with 12 a piece.
W~ile the Lady 'Cats lost an
emotional game they neverthless_ had a season to remember.
This season they were one of
t~e most suc_cessf_ul sports stones at the ~mvers1ty_. ~or a team
~hat was pICked to fm1sh fourth
m the ~r~-season, there second
place ~m1~h was a remarkable
s_urprise rndeed. Congratulattons to Coach Kac~r Sanborn
and the 1988~89 edmon of the
UNH ~omens bask~tball team!
They nchly deserve It.

1

Hockey downed
by NU Huskies
By Ward D. Fraser
The men's hockey team ended
the regular season on a down
note, losing to Northeastern 52 Tuesday night. The 'Cats lead
1-0 after two periods, but the
Huskies scored five goals in the
final period to lock up third
place in Hockey East and assure
NU home ice in the first round
of the playoffs against UNH
UNH oucshoc Northeastern
13-11 in the first period but
could not get on the board.
Former Wildcat and current NU
goalie, Rich Burchill. was sensational as he stymied the 'Cats
throughout the first period. In
chat first period, UNH carried
the play putting some good
pressure on Burchill.
New Hampshire opened the
scoring at 9: 11 of the second
period. NU's Mike Roberts was
called for holding at 8:36, and
~he Wildcats took advantage of
the power play. Defenseman
Chris Grassie, who has turned
i~to an offensive threat lately,
htt Steve Horner with a pass
at the top of the right circle.
Horner fired a shoe past his
former teammate for the 1-0
New Hampshire lead. The 'Cats
continued to press the Huskies
in t~eir own end, outshooting
their opponents 13-9 .in the
• •••••

second, but could nor increase
their lead. Then U .N .H. fell
apart.
The last time UNH played
t~ .
at Northeastern the 'Cats dominated the first period before
g~tting crushed 8-2. The only
difference between this game
and that one was that UNH was
beat in the final period instead
·
of the second.
Northeastern totally controlled the third period outshooting the Wildcats 16-5 and
scoring five goals in the final
stanza. The Huskies put relentle~s press_ure on New Hampshire goalie Pat Szturm while
the 'Cats could only man~ge five
shots on NU's net.
Northeastern received goals
from ~att Saunders, Mike Jankowsk1, Rob Cowie, and two
The me?'s hockey saw far too few chances like this as they lost
fro.£? Keith Cyr in the final
season £male. (Tony Cafaro photo)
per10d. New Hampshire got
another power play goal at 11 :49
from_ Scott Morrow, but it was
too l1ttle, too late. Cowie iced
th_e game with an open net goal
with 13 seconds left.
When the playoff format was
By Paul Sweeney
The 'Cats cannot seem to play
a consistent 60 minutes against
The inauguration of Hockey changed to include only six
Northeastern. They will have
East in 1984 coincided with the teams in 1986, the Wildcats
to correct their mistakes rather
inaugu~ation of cough times for finished seventh two consecquickly as they open the Hockey • the University of N~w Hamp- utive years and could only watch
college hockey's March madEast playoffs at the Huskies'
shire hockey team.
Matthews Arena on Saturday
The Wildcats have been re- ness.
But, as folks say, times are
building ever since. They made
March 4 at 7 pm.
Proof chat the Wildchanging.
first
league's
the playoffs in the
two years when all seven teams cats are an upstart hockey club
were invited. Those two Wildcat was finally discovered chis seateams, though, were the first son. Though it was UNH' s fifth
to record back to back losing straight losing season (9-17 in
seasons (16-26-1, 5-29-3) in 30 HE), the Wildcats have significantly improved and belong in
years at UNH.
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: Directions to Men's Hockey:
:
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the first round of the playoffs
Saturday night at Northeastern,
the defending Hockey East
champions. The University of
Lowell will watch.
"The playoffs are obviously
the primary goal of each season," Wildcat coach Bob Kullen
said. "Considering where we've
been the past few years, making
the playoffs this season is the
start of the rejuvenation of the
hockey program."

PLAYOFFS p.27

